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Geox Overhauls U.S. Plan
North American chief Gary Champion plans to create more fashion-forward product and bolster retail relationships.

FN Photo by KYLE ERICKSEN (Champion).

By MEGHAN CASS
NEW YORK — Six months after taking the
helm at Geox North America, Gary Champion
is working to invigorate the brand with fresh
styling, new marketing and an aggressive
retail push.
The former Clarks executive, who joined the
Italy-based label in February, told Footwear
News he aims to “introduce the U.S. customer to the Geox brand.” The market has been
a challenge for the company since its debut
here five years ago — of Geox’s $1.2 billion
in annual sales, North America accounts for
less than 5 percent.
The COO’s first move
has been to strengthen
the product. For spring
’10, the brand initiated
its first collection made
specifically for North
America. It also moved
away from traditional Eurocomfort styling to infuse more fashion
into the line. “We did three different heights
of wedge heels, with three to four patterns
on each height,” Champion said.
Price points will remain unchanged, in the
$120-to-150 range, and Champion said he sees
Tory Burch, Cole Haan and Sofft as the brand’s

Gary Champion; a style from
the spring line.

main competitors.
To support the product
overhaul, the North American team is strengthening product
merchandising, starting in its own stores. (It
has 30 to 35 in the U.S., with two dozen more
slated to open in North America this year.)
Champion said Geox will adjust the way
product is displayed, in addition to imple-

menting lifestyle messaging. “[With lifestyle
shots], you start to get a real look at who our
Geox customer is and how they look in our
products,” he said. The exec commended the
company on communicating its technology
offering, but said Geox needs to be more vocal about fashion and design elements.
“[In the past], it was all about technology.
We would show a beautifully fashioned shoe
with steam coming out of the bottom,” he
said. “The American consumer wants to see
the design and be drawn to the color, heel
type and lasting. ... The fashion-forward elements were already in the product, we just
weren’t emphasizing them to the public.”
Outside Geox stores, Champion is increasing distribution among independent retailers and department stores.
“We have a growing presence in Nordstrom,
and we’ll be in limited Lord & Taylor and Dillard’s doors,” said Champion, adding that the
brand is also gaining shelf space in Macy’s
and Bloomingdale’s. He hopes to eventually bring Geox’s high-end “flash collections,”
which are sold in Italy, to the U.S. market,
in luxe department stores such as Barneys
and Neiman Marcus.
Retailers were upbeat about Champion’s
work at the brand so far.
“Finally they have someone who knows

the U.S. market,” said Barry Hanna of World
Class Shoes in Miami. “They send a lot of promotional and display materials to the store,
and it helps a lot. It gives the shoes some
permanence. Most shoe brands are starting to look alike, and this way, the customer
knows what they are getting with Geox.”
“We had a long relationship with Gary at
Clarks, and we are so excited he’s working
on Geox,” added Jeanne Markel, director of
casual lifestyle and performance at Zappos.
com. “The brand has a lot of potential, and he
is someone who really understands replenishment, stock and inventory — the backend operations they have struggled with in
the past.”
Champion was also bullish about category
expansion, noting that apparel and golf
shoes are key growth vehicles for the brand.
“Geox technology makes so much sense for
golf shoes,” he said.
The company does not have plans, though,
to enter other performance segments. “Once
you start competing against the big boys in
categories you don’t own, it’s tough,” Champion said.
Apparel also is gaining traction in Geox
stores, but Champion is taking a long-term
view when it comes to wholesale apparel.
“There’s a lot to fix in footwear [first].”

Green Movement Gets Boost from Wal-Mart Project
By JENNIFER ERNST BEAUDRY
NEW YORK — Footwear vendors largely praised Wal-Mart’s
new green-labeling initiative and said it could pave the way
for progress across the industry.
Last Thursday, the Bentonville, Ark.-based retail giant announced it would question all 100,000 of its suppliers about
the overall environmental impact of the goods they provide.
Among the topics will be greenhouse gas emissions, manufacturing waste and natural materials used.
According to Wal-Mart spokesman Kory Lundberg, the information will be used by a consortium of universities — initially funded by Wal-Mart — that will work with suppliers, outside retailers and other interested parties to develop what
Lundberg called a “single, open-source platform” to rank the
environmental impact of every product carried in-store.
According to Wal-Mart, the initiative will not be seen in

stores for at least five years. But the industry impact could
be more immediate.
Melanie Owens, VP of Pickerington, Ohio-based R.G. Barry
Corp.’s global Wal-Mart division, said her company — which
supplies the chain and its Sam’s Club division with the DF
and Dreamtop slipper lines — had already started working to
answer the retailer’s questions. “We’re prepared and eager to
support the initiative,” Owens said.
And Wal-Mart’s size and purchasing power could drive
change in the industry, even for non-suppliers, said Elaine
Delgado, manager of sustainable product stewardship at
Boston-based New Balance. “This is a great opportunity for
the rest of us who are involved in making shoes in China,”
she said. “Wal-Mart speaks and people listen because of
their extreme volume. They could impact all industries.”
Delgado added that the Wal-Mart initiative could benefit
smaller companies that lack the resources to assess their
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own supply chains. “If Wal-Mart did create a standard, maybe
the homework they did would make it easier [for smaller
companies] to follow their standard — and avoid the duplication of effort,” she said.
Still, Adam Hughes, administrator of the Leather Working
Group, an industry association of tanneries and brands, said
environmental assessments are no simple matter. “Measuring your carbon footprint is not that straightforward,” he
cautioned, adding that LWG has found that driving change at
the manufacturing level requires a significant commitment
to education and follow-through.
According to Lundberg, the new consortium will draw on
established protocols at Wal-Mart. And the company plans
to tap into the expertise of other global partners to develop
the initiative. “For this to succeed, it has to be bigger than
Wal-Mart,” he said. “And that’s the point of what we’re doing.”
— With contributions from Barbara Schneider-Levy
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Footwear Fallout Likely From CIT
By JESSICA PALLAY
NEW YORK — As the footwear industry
awaited news on a possible bankruptcy
for CIT Group Inc. last week, fear and uncertainty was widespread.
CIT, which was seeking its second federal
bailout since December, is one of several
factoring firms in the industry that buys
companies’ accounts receivable and open
letters of credit and serves in other financial support roles.
The American Apparel & Footwear Association estimates that 60 percent of the
factoring volume in the apparel and footwear industry is represented by CIT — and
CIT itself reported in 2007 doing $2 billion
annually in the footwear industry — forcing many companies to scramble to assess their possible exposure to the sinking firm.
Most major public footwear companies
will likely remain safe no matter the fate
of CIT because they have resources to
keep their accounts receivable in-house.
And several smaller public firms, including Rocky Brands Inc., Weyco Group
Inc. and R.G. Barry Corp., told Footwear
News they had no ties to CIT. Earlier this
month, Skechers USA Inc. moved much
of its credit business from CIT to Bank of
America N.A. and Wells Fargo Foothill, and
Steven Madden Ltd. on July 16 announced
a new factoring agreement with Rosenthal
& Rosenthal Inc., upon the termination of
its contract with current factoring partner
GMAC Commercial Finance.
But even those public footwear companies doing business with CIT, including
Kenneth Cole Productions Inc., which has
a receivables management agreement
with the firm, are likely to get funding
elsewhere. “Larger companies could probably find another factor pretty easily,” said
R.J. Hottovy, an equity analyst with Morningstar Inc., adding that most can afford
to take the business in-house.
Smaller footwear firms and retailers,
though, may be less fortunate. A CIT bankruptcy could decimate companies that are
not well capitalized, said analysts. “Some
of those companies are not going to make
it through this situation,” said Jeffrey Van

Sinderen, a senior analyst with B. Riley &
Co. “Even if CIT does get bailout money,
it will probably tighten its standards for
factoring relationships. Almost everybody
has some sort of relationship with CIT,
whether they’re a small brand, a privatelabel vendor or a mom-and-pop shop that
can’t afford to buy product until it’s been
sold. This is going to have an enormous
impact on the global retail industry.”
With CIT’s future still in limbo at press
time on Thursday, the footwear industry
weighed in on possible ramifications.

Jerry Turner, chairman, American Sporting Goods: “I can’t believe we can spend
billions of dollars to protect tens of thousands of auto workers and not protect
hundreds of thousands of small businesses. That’s unacceptable. [If CIT isn’t bailed
out], you have to question the thought
process of the government. It’s certainly
going to be impactful to the small entrepreneur who is the backbone of our economy. This is a killer blow.”

Kevin Burke, president & CEO, AAFA:
“What bothers me is that all these large
banks and auto companies were taken
care of, while CIT is working with small
businesses, which will be devastated by
this. What I’m most worried about are
those [vendors] who aren’t going to find
access to capital without CIT. This is akin
to taking motor oil out of an engine and
expecting it to run. Look at footwear: 99
percent of shoes are made off-shore, 96
percent in China. If these companies have
a difficult time accessing capital at any
stage of production, factories are going to
have less confidence in their ability to be
paid. It’s a supply chain mess.”
David Zaken, president, David Z.: “A lot of
the shoe companies — maybe 10 percent
— will find themselves out of the game
because they work with CIT. [The CIT fallout] could have an effect on some of the
brands I carry in my stores. Not for fall,
because everything is in the pipe already,
but definitely spring. Credit is king, and
this is absolutely survival of the fittest and
nobody is immune. What we might see is
if Brand X is an OK brand but is having liquidation difficulties, they might merge or
be bought by a bigger company.”
Gilbert Harrison, chairman, Financo:
“[The potential bankruptcy] is going to
present problems for everybody in the
industry, depending on what the outcome
is. Whether it’s the factoring, the vendor
finance program, the letter of credit or
small business loans, they are all going to
be affected in some way.”
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but for retailers who rely on those vendors.
If retailers have to front these costs, they
would be very conservative in their purchasing decisions. They’re only going to
buy what they know they can sell. It will
absolutely be tough [for smaller brands or
newcomers targeting key accounts].”
Tony Zelaya, owner, Zelaya Shoes: “I hate
CIT and I think most independent retailers
do too — they’re very tough on retailers.
But this is going to hurt wholesalers big
time. There are some wholesalers who
probably can’t survive without CIT.”
Peter Hanig, owner, Hanig’s Footwear:
“My assumption is that someone will snap
up CIT. It’s a viable business, and my understanding is that they’re the best in the
business. The issue is, what happens to
credit and what happens to the attitude
toward the vendor and small retailer? As a
result of this, will there be a further tightening of credit?”

Danny Silvera, marketing & PR director,
Seychelles: “I don’t think the government
will let them go under. Think of how many
people would be burned by that. It would
be huge. There is nobody else to use. There
is no second to CIT. We use them. We could
be hurt in the end. If CIT goes under, it’s
going to hurt a lot of people. Who is going
to make those payments? It’s going to be
adding to all this [mess] in the economy
that we’re in.”
Michael Stanley, EVP, Rosenthal & Rosenthal: “A failure of any factor would not be
considered a positive occurrence for our industry. We’ve been hearing from many CIT
clients that are seeking new factoring, and
we do have room to absorb new clients.”
Craig Shearman, VP of government affairs,
National Retail Federation: “We think this
could have serious consequences, not just
for vendors who receive financing from CIT

Bodo Loerke, co-owner, Rough Justice
Footwear: “[The potential bankruptcy]
could mean good things and bad things.
When big companies go away, smaller
companies come in and take their business. Other companies may come in that
are more open-minded. The bad thing
could be that a lot of independent retailers
could have a hard time getting financing
and product into stores [in the immediate
future]. CIT is struggling because so many
retailers are going out of business. That’s
the sad part. If CIT is going out of business,
that’s a signal that more retailers than we
think are having problems.”
Emanuel Weintraub, president, Emanuel
Weintraub Associates Inc.: “Right now a
number of my clients are scrambling as
to where they are going to get credit. Now
what we don’t know is, if CIT goes down,
will the other [factoring] companies have
the financial heft to finance these [displaced] companies? A terrible amount of
unemployment is going to occur. There is
a potential here to lose 1 million jobs.” —
With contributions from Meghan Cass,
Wayne Niemi and Lindsay E. Sammon
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The Marquee de Lafayette

<< SHOP TALK

Galeries Lafayette’s new footwear department, which the retailer claims is
the world’s largest dedicated shoe space, opened for business last Wednesday in the Parisian department store’s basement floor.
The 34,500-sq.-ft. space is almost double the size of the previous shoe
department and is also one-third larger than the shoe departments at
Harrods and Saks. It’s no coincidence this shoe-addict mecca has opened
here. According to Galeries Lafayette, French women are Europe’s largest
consumers of shoes, buying on average six pairs a year. They also are footwear collectors, with 17 percent admitting to owning more than 20 pairs of
shoes.
“Shoes have become the No. 1 desire, ahead of sunglasses and bags,” said
Galeries Lafayette’s managing director, Paul Delaoutre, pointing out that 75
percent of French women are not concerned about the price tag on a pair of must-haves.
Catering also to the requirements of the numerous tourists, notably from China and Russia, footwear sizes range
from 34 to 43 (U.S. 3 to 12), while prices start at around 99 euros, or $138 , and retail as high as 1,300 euros, or
$1,816, for designer brands. The store will stock sandals and winter boots year-round, said the retailer, for French
shoppers preparing for vacations as well as for tourists visiting during various seasons.
Once the entire floor is merchandised for the fall season beginning at the end of August, it will carry 150 brands,
75 of which will be exclusive to Galeries Lafayette.
“This is what makes the difference for a department store,” said Michel Roulleau, deputy managing director at
Galeries Lafayette.
With the official inauguration in September, additional services such as pedicure treatments and an artisan cobbler will become available, as well as a personal shopping service. — Elena Berton

Daffy’s Pops Up

To kick off its new brand campaign,
Daffy’s is opening a pop-up store in
Manhattan on July 23 that will feature
footwear, apparel and home products
for men, women and children.
The store will be located on the
ground floor of a luxury apartment
building at 1 Seventh Ave., S., and ties
in with a contest the retailer is holding
in which consumers compete to win
a $7,000-per-month apartment in the
building for the “Daffy’s discount” of
only $700 per month.
“What we were grappling with was
how to clearly communicate Daffy’s
as an impressive place to shop for

apparel, accessories and home goods.
Our idea was to compare it to something undeniably and outrageously
expensive: rent [in New York],” said
Will Bracker, director of marketing for
Daffy’s. “What better way to communicate deep discounts than offering a
luxury apartment for a low price and
using it as a strategy to drive people to
our stores and Website.”
The contest is also part of a bigger
push for Daffy’s, which is positioning itself as a source for on-trend,
fashion-forward merchandise from
sought-after brands at low prices,
said Bracker.
“It’s also a marketing opportunity
to communicate to the consumer, in
a controlled environment, what this
brand is all about,” he said. “We’re
assembling a sample of the goods at
Daffy’s.”
More pop-up stores could roll out in
other major U.S. cities, said Bracker,
though Daffy’s has yet to formulate
a plan.
“In the evolution of the brand and
its value, we want to use our dollars

wisely to drive traffic to the stores
and improve sales,” Bracker said.
“We’d like to get more on the radar
screen of customers and help them
see what we’re all about.”
The store will be open through Aug. 14.

Amazon Taps Outdoors

Seattle-based Amazon.com bowed an
outdoor recreation store on its Website
earlier this month. Housed at Amazon.
com/outdoors, the site features an
expanded offering of outdoor footwear,
apparel and gear.
“Evidence is emerging that outdoor
enthusiasts and casual adventurers
alike are turning to outdoor recreation

activities more than ever,” said Ben
Hartman, director of the new site. “We
want to provide a convenient destination for customers to find and discover
a great selection of all things related to
the outdoors.”
The online store stocks hiking
boots, sandals, trail runners, climbing shoes and casual styles for men,
women and kids from brands including Merrell, Vasque, Lowa, Adidas and
New Balance.
“We look at search data on the site to
determine which brands customers
are most interested in, and ensure
we offer a great selection from those
brands,” Hartman said. “Our goal has
always been to help our customers find and discover anything they
want to buy online.” — Jennifer Ernst
Beaudry

Afaze Eyes Web Biz

Afaze is getting ready for the next
phase in retail. The Totowa, N.J.-based
retailer, which targets shoppers in their
teens and early 20s, is launching an
e-commerce business in September,
said president Doris Zinke.
“The timing was right for us to bring
our presence online,” she said. The Web
store will feature accessories, including scarves, hats, dresses, headbands
and bags, as well as footwear, which is
a growing category for the retailer.
“We launched footwear about three
years ago with flip-flops, and it did
so well we added flats, sandals and
boots the following year,” said Zinke.
Since then, Afaze has continued to
add various styles from brands such
as Classified. Prices range from $16
to $45.
“We’re projecting that footwear will be
almost 20 percent of the business this
year,” said Zinke. “Our price points are
very affordable, and that’s why [the
category] is doing so well for us.”
The company has nine brick-and-mortar stores across Manhattan, Brooklyn
and Queens, and another store could
bow later this year, said Zinke.
“We’ll probably look to open another
location in Manhattan,” she said, adding that she is excited for JCPenney to
move into the Manhattan Mall, where
Afaze has a store.

<< By Lindsay E. Sammon. Send retail news to lindsay_sammon@condenast.com
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WWW Expects Back
Half Earnings Lift
By JESSICA PALLAY
NEW YORK — Restructuring charges
took a toll on Wolverine World Wide Inc.’s
bottom line in the second quarter, but
analysts were encouraged by the company’s improved forecast.
The Rockford, Mich.-based firm last
week raised its full-year earnings guidance and said it expects higher gross
margins, improved cost management
and restructuring benefits to kick in
later this year.
“There’s a range of possible outcomes
on the top line, but the company has
very good visibility into the drivers of
gross margin and operating expenses
for the second half of the year,” explained
Scott Krasik, an analyst at CL King & Associates. “Despite another couple quarters of expected revenue decline, [Wolverine] still feels confident they can get
their earnings per share up.”
For the second quarter, the company’s
Outdoor Group led the way again, reporting double-digit revenue growth after a
slight decline during the first quarter.
The group’s largest brand, Merrell, posted a double-digit increase for the period
and benefited from retailers’ contraction in other brand assortments, Donald
Grimes, Wolverine’s CFO, said during a
conference call.
“Merrell’s increase in the quarter really
didn’t come from new doors and new distribution,” Grimes said. “For the most part,
it just came from excellent sell-throughs,
primarily at our existing base.”
Patagonia also experienced doubledigit growth during the second quarter,
while Chaco, which was acquired in
January 2009, had a “strong start,” according to the company.
The rest of Wolverine’s portfolio,
though, including the Hush Puppies,
Heritage Brands and Wolverine Footwear
groups, reported declines.
Jeff Mintz, a research analyst at Wedbush Morgan Securities, noted that “outside of Merrell, Wolverine doesn’t have a
growth driver of any significant size.” Al-

though Merrell has done “extremely well
and is one of only a handful of brands
out here that are still growing,” he explained, “[Wolverine’s] other brands are
not in that position.”
Mintz also expressed concern with the
company’s full-year revenue guidance,
which is expected to total between $1.07
billion and $1.12 billion, or $1.12 billion
to $1.17 billion adjusted for the foreignexchange impact, below prior forecasts.
“When they initially gave guidance,
they were planning for a recovery in
the second half of the year, and [now]
they don’t see the economy recovering
as quickly as they had expected,” said
Mintz. “The issue is not specific to Wolverine, but it does make the point that
it’s not getting a lot better out there for
the consumer.”
Still, he continued, “Wolverine is doing
a good job managing their business and
controlling the things they can control.”
The company last week reported a 53
percent drop in second-quarter profits to
$7.9 million, or 16 cents a diluted share,
for the 12 weeks ended June 20.
Those results compare to a net income
of $16.8 million, or 33 cents a diluted
share, for the year-ago period. However,
adjusted for one-time restructuring
charges of $7.9 million, the company’s
second-quarter earnings registered at
27 cents a share, in line with estimates
from analysts polled by Yahoo Finance.
Wolverine’s revenues totaled $246.4
million for the second quarter, down 8
percent from the same period a year
ago.
For the first half of 2009, net earnings
were $18.4 million, or 38 cents a share,
versus $40.5 million, or 79 cents, from
the first half of 2008. First-half revenues
were $501.8 million, down 10 percent
from $555.6 million a year-ago.
Looking ahead, Wolverine now forecasts its full-year EPS to range from
$1.07 to $1.25. Excluding restructuring
charges, earnings will range from $1.55
to $1.73 a share, up from earlier estimates of $1.50 to $1.70.
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WHAT’S

SELLING
Last week’s hot product at retail.
Jack Rabbit Sports, New York

1. Asics 2140
2. Brooks Adrenaline
3. Mizuno Wave Rider (below)
On sale: Store at full price. “We’ve done a
pretty good job phasing
out the shoes that
we’re updating, so
we haven’t had
to put much on
sale,” said
Johanna
Bjorken, Jack
Rabbit’s merchandise manager.

Runner’s High ’n’ Tri,

Arlington Heights, Ill.
1. Brooks Adrenaline
2. Asics Gel-Kayano
3. Newton Gravity (below)
On sale: Store at full price.
“There’s no need to put
anything on
sale,” said
storeowner
Mark
Rouse. “I’m
very thankful for that.”

Runners Soul, Spokane, Wash.

1. Adidas Supernova Sequence 2
2. Saucony Omni 8 (below)
3. Brooks Adrenaline
On sale: Some apparel is on sale, but
shoes are full price. “Brooks
is in our backyard — it’s
a Washington
company. It
just continues
to chug along
and be in our
top three,” said Nate
Kinghorn, store manager.

Ninth Street Active Feet,

Durham, N.C.
1. Asics 2140
2. Brooks Adrenaline (above, right)
3. Saucony ProGrid Guide
On sale: Store at full price. The best sellers at Ninth Street never go on sale, said
owner Walter Cleary. So what is discounted? “Just some product that is no longer

being produced
— shoes that
have been
updated with
a newer style,”
Cleary said.

Fleet Feet Sports, Stockton, Calif.
1. Brooks Adrenaline
2. Mizuno Wave Inspire
3. Asics 2140 (below)
On sale: Store always has small
selection of
closeout shoes.
“When the new
version drops,
you typically
have a few
pairs left that
you put on sale just
to clear out inventory,” said
storeowner Tony Vice.
Runners Roost, Lakewood, Colo.

1. Brooks Adrenaline
2. Asics 2140
3. Saucony
ProGrid Guide 2
On sale: Store
at full price.
“We’re seeing
people get really
excited about
running and
walking and hiking again,” said President
Sonya Estes. “They are coming in eager to
buy the shoes.”

Run On, Dallas

1. Brooks Adrenaline
2. Asics 2100 series
3. New Balance 769
On sale: Store at full price. “We really
are targeting new runners,” said Eric
Lindberg,
marketing
director.
“With the
economy
the way it
is, people
want to
invest in
something that makes them feel better —
sometimes, that’s running.”
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Play It Again, Sam

Five years after returning to footwear, Sam Edelman has created another must-have brand. Now, the industry veteran
and his wife, Libby, are eyeing aggressive growth with new category launches and international expansion.

FN Photos by KYLE ERICKSEN (Edelmans) and THOMAS IANNACCONE (shoes).

By MARCIE YOUNG
NEW YORK — Sam Edelman is in good
company.
The space housing his design studio and
showroom on Manhattan’s West 57th Street is
also a creative haven for some of the performance world’s most celebrated artists, including Woody Allen, Mariah Carey and Tony Bennett. Now, the shoe designer is positioning his
five-year-old brand to achieve hit status in the
footwear industry.
“It’s not our first time at the rodeo. We know
when it’s happening, when the stars are aligning,” said Edelman, who helped launch Kenneth Cole and Esprit footwear in the 1980s
and sold the Sam & Libby brand to Maxwell
Shoe Co. in 1996. (The label is now owned by
Jones Apparel Group.)
But he admitted that building a successful
brand in the crowded footwear market isn’t
easy. “We’re a little bit older, with tremendous,
formidable competition,” he said.
Nevertheless, during the last five years, Edelman, along with wife and longtime business
partner Libby Edelman, has managed to carve
out a powerful position with a simple formula:
create trend-right, moderately priced footwear.
While he wouldn’t discuss revenue figures,
Edelman said the duo has increased business
eight times over since 2007.
Now the brand, typically priced between $100
and $250 in about 800 doors in the U.S., is gearing up for a big international push. While Edelman already has nearly 40 accounts in Europe,
Asia, Central America and the Middle East, plans
for expansion, including a partnership with a major European distributor, could increase his overseas sales by 500
to 600 percent.
Back at home, the Edelmans are preparing to launch a
revamped marketing campaign for 2010, as well as eyeing
several new categories to boost business. The spring ’09
launch of the Libby Edelman diffusion line, which retails for
$49 to $99 at Famous Footwear and on the Home Shopping
Network, was the first of the Sam Edelman brand extensions
and is being followed with a collection of Libby Edelman
handbags for spring ’10.

ity stake in the Sam Edelman business and
has acquired an option to buy the remaining
interest in the future. When asked whether
he would consider selling his portion, Edelman said he is content with how things are
unfolding and does not “wake up every morning thinking about our exit strategy.”
Brown, meanwhile, has embraced the Sam
Edelman and Libby Edelman collections as
critical components of its portfolio as it focuses on bolstering its growing list of fashion-forward brands. “[The Edelmans] are extremely talented and a real creative force and
are enjoying terrific success at retail as their
footwear continues to resonate with fashionsavvy consumers,” said Ron Fromm, Brown
chairman and CEO.
In 2008, while several of Brown’s brands
saw slumping sales, Sam Edelman was a
bright spot, offering sales growth during a
challenging time.
The Edelmans recently sat down with Footwear News to discuss the perks of partnering
with Brown, the challenges of building a brand
in a tough economy and how they’re building
the Sam Edelman name through fresh talent
and lifestyle expansions.
FN: Has your return to the industry been
the way you envisioned it?
SE: I’m very humbled by the current success
we’re having. It wasn’t easy. I was surprised by
Sam and Libby Edelman
photographed for FN at
how difficult it was coming back in and how the
their New York showroom
business had changed. ... I was starting a busion July 10.
ness at a similar time as Marc Fisher, Vince
Camuto and Tory Burch. That was a bit of a sur“Libby’s a little bit ahead of me,” Edelman said, noting they
prise. The competition was not nearly as formidable [previare both in talks to license swimwear, jewelry, sunglasses
ously], and this time around there [was more]. ... It makes
and handbags and have long-term plans to venture into
one work harder, and in many ways, it’s better.
retail, apparel, fragrance and men’s footwear. “We’d like
for [Sam Edelman] to be a brand that’s whimsical with a
FN: What are some of the advantages of partnering with
fashion approach, and not just with footwear. ... The [opa company like Brown?
portunities for] brand extensions are endless [and] very
SE: We have access to one of the great sourcing comimportant in building the longevity of the brand and the
panies in the world. As a company, Brown sources more
legacy of the name.”
than 75 million pairs of shoes a year. They bring sourcing
The boon in business has come after a 2007 agreement
expertise [and] wonderful management guidance, organiwith St. Louis-based Brown Shoe Co., which owns a minorzational strategies, planning for growth, merchandising,
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LE: There are so many fewer stores. We remember traveling to

product development in terms of materials and expertise in everything from legal to human resources.

so many different stores in so many different states. They’re
just not there anymore.

FN: What will the long-term impact of this recession be on
FN: What are the advantages of running a business as
a couple?
SE: One of the best things about being a husband-and-wife
team is that either of us can sub in for the other. Sometimes I’ll
do a presentation and lose my voice, and Libby can slip right in,
or vice versa. We’ve found a way to get the best from [it]. And if
anyone ever says it’s always easy, then they aren’t telling the
truth. It isn’t always easy. There are times when you carry it
home at night. We carry it home at night all the time, so we better have a little fun at the office or we won’t have fun at home.
LE: I used to try to say, “We’re leaving. We won’t talk any business.” But that’s ridiculous. Sometimes you can come up with
the best ideas [when you’re not at work]. ... I still get surprised
that I’ll make a call and tell Sam about it, and he’ll
say he just called that person, or we’ll e-mail
someone at the same time. We have so many
things that we do the same.

the industry?
SE: Other than the [Great] Depression, we’ve never seen

anything like this. There will be tremendous change in
terms of conspicuous consumption. It’s over, and it’s not
coming back for a long time — if it ever comes back. It’s
just something that’s not cool anymore. Today, value is so
important to the customer, [and] we’re price-driven in the
retail environment. The great designer houses are lowering
their prices, but I’m not sure that’s enough.
LE: People will discover they can find great stuff at great
prices. And it’s not just for Sam Edelman and Libby Edelman,
even though that’s what we’re all about. It’s not that things
are on sale, but that they have a great price, great fashion
and great style.
FN: So does that mean you’re positioned

to capture some of those customers?
SE: Our customer dreams of Christian

Louboutin and such, [but] she satisfies her
fashion craving with Sam Edelman or Libby
Edelman. She’s so happy to buy our brands
because we’re always on trend, in the top
magazines and celebrities are wearing them.
They’re fun, they’re comfortable and they’re
always fashion right. For $100, we’re able to
satisfy a craving that used to cost you $800,
$900, $1,200.
FN: Why was spring ’09 the right time to

launch the Libby Edelman line?
LE: We had five years of really concentrating on Sam Edel-

man and establishing the brand. It seemed like a great
time to do it, and unbeknown [to us], the economy would
take a turn. [Still], the economy hasn’t changed [the line]
at all. Our whole idea was to create shoes that had fashion
and style but were better priced. I guess I’d have to say it
was a bit [fortuitous] in that regard.
FN: Are you targeting a different consumer with Libby Edelman?
LE: [The line] has the same kind of trends as Sam Edelman
and is from the same family, but my customer isn’t as urban.
She may be a little older. I talk about her as being me when
my kids were younger. She’s very busy, a little crazy and not
thinking about herself all the time. It’s not over the top, but
it’s fun.
FN: How do you cultivate retail relationships?
SE: We believe in a grassroots approach to business. We re-

ally get into the stores, [and] it separates us from a lot of other vendors. [At Nordstrom, for example], we made six separate appearances over four weeks this spring. We sold more
than 1,800 pairs of shoes [and] got to know every woman
who bought a pair of shoes. We know where she works, what
time she goes to bed, we know what she likes to do for exercise, her favorite music. That’s the great thing about having

Sam Edelman with designer
Jacqueline Son; styles from
the resort ’09 collections for
Sam Edelman (at left) and Libby
Edelman (at right).

the team we have
and having three
Edelmans [including our son,
Jesse] on the road — we can
really talk to every woman and
get to know them.
LE: We also get to know the area, which is really important. If
we’re in a state that we are not normally in, we get to feel what
that state is all about through the consumers we’re meeting.
And it’s nice when you’re designing shoes to think of all those
people you met and what they do and how they live.
FN: How have retailer demands changed in this economy?
SE: I don’t talk to too many people about their business. We

just do our business. We have wonderful partnerships with
retailers [and] consider them family members. If a wonderful independent can only take half a case of shoes, we’ll give
them a half case. Sometimes we’ll go there on a Saturday afternoon and help them sell. There is [also] a Sam Edelman
employee at Bloomingdale’s [in New York] every single day
of the week for an hour. Sometimes it’s just to bring refreshments and cookies to the sellers on the floor. Sometimes it’s
to clean up the displays. Sometimes it’s to show new shoes
and tell them about them.
FN: What are some of the biggest changes you’ve seen at

retail over the past 25 years?
SE: Retail consolidation. [There are also] a lot of new play-

ers out there and more private-label business. Certainly
private-label business is the biggest change that came out
of consolidation. There was no such thing as private-label
business 25 years ago.
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FN: You are both so recognizable as the
face of your brands. Have you given any
thought to succession?
SE: It drives me every day, and it’s probably one of the
most important aspects of our partnership with Brown Shoe.
The legacy of the brand, the integrity of the brand, the longevity
of the brand — that means everything to us.
FN: How important is it to have younger people, including your son Jesse, working on the Sam Edelman team?
SE: There’s a great group of professionals here who have
worked together, in some cases, for 30 years. But [for]
about 70 percent of the company, the average age is 24.
We’re teaching them and inviting them to be Edelmans.
They are all learning our way of doing it, and the formula is
working. Our head of marketing is 27, our head of product is
27. ... These are the people who will carry on the legacy. It’s
not just Jesse, [who is 26]. It’s the whole team of young
people. It’s really exciting.
FN: You’ve talked a lot about building a team of young
people. Who were your mentors?
SE: I have four mentors: my father, Kenneth Cole and
[Esprit founders] Doug and Susie Tompkins. Every one of
those people influenced me as a creative leader. My father
taught me about styling and design. Kenneth taught me
that there’s nothing you can’t do. Susie Tompkins taught me
how to design shoes, and Doug Tompkins taught me how to
market. It’s the greatest library of mentors imaginable.
LE: Growing up, it was Audrey Hepburn because of her
sense of style and the humanitarian she was and became.
And I would have to say Doug and Susie Tompkins, too. The
vision they were able to achieve as a couple just totally inspired me. Calvin [Klein], also, because he was so focused.
He has told one story and has stuck with it. He has been
very consistent, from [the] home [collection] to clothing.
And [lastly], Sam, because he’s taught me how to think on
my feet, inspires me and makes me feel great.
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Meet the Millennials
Photos courtesy of GETTY IMAGES.

The teen market is dramatically changing as Millennials shake up traditional
marketing approaches and provide a potentially profitable, though tricky,
opportunity for footwear brands. << By Eric Newman
They’re young, image-conscious, brand-savvy,
well-informed, celebrity-obsessed, influential
and easily influenced, technologically astute and
have money to spend.
But these aren’t your average teens. They are
the Millennials, an emerging demographic born
plugged in — texting, tweeting, instant messaging and blogging — with an intuitive acceptance
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of all things digital and a brand and image awareness that far exceeds all previous generations.
These savvy teens exercise formidable buying clout. According to a 2008 report from Euromonitor International, teens now spend more
than $129 billion annually. And they’re also setting trends at both ends of the age spectrum. “Our
focus is on teens and making sure our brand
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always resonates and is progressing with that consumer [because] their influence radiates out in concentric circles ... impacting both older and younger consumers,” said Doug
Palladini, VP of marketing for Cypress, Calif.-based Vans, a unit of VF Corp.
Yet their technological know-how and the wealth of information accessible via everexpanding digital networks also make them one of the most difficult markets to win
over. Looking to these young shoppers to shore up their beleaguered bottom lines and
secure the next generation of consumers, footwear marketers are exploring new ways
to go after this hot demographic.

Defining the Teenage Years
Tagging teens to generational psychographics is tricky, especially since there is an ongoing debate as to how they are defined. Millennials, which have also been called Generation Y, are often defined as individuals born between 1979 and 1995, though some
analysts and marketers extend that range to 2001.
But rather than defining them by birth year, Tristan Coopersmith, a senior executive at
Los Angeles-based Creative Artist Agency’s Intelligence Group, defines Millennials based
on behavior and a life experience that celebrates self-expression, prizes peer and group
opinion more than previous generations, and is fully immersed in the digital world.

sess a “cool factor” — a mixture of style, quality and brand status — that far outweighs
considerations of price among teens.
Earning the top spot in the study’s Brand Strength Index, Nike is an example of a company that pushes the frontiers of the digital world, creating product concepts that connect with teens and circulate outward to older and younger consumers. Just three years
since launching its Nike+ collaboration with Apple, the company recently beefed up the
NikePlus.com Website to allow its nearly 2 million registered users to post workout data
through Twitter and Facebook.
“[Nike+] has been a great opportunity to initiate a relationship at the purchase of a
product, versus traditionally, where the sale of the product is the moment when the relationship ends,” said Stefan Olander, global director of brand connections at Nike. “When
consumers join [the Web site] and start running, the whole world opens up.”
However, the new digital world — one in which teens demand interactivity with brands
— requires marketers to loosen the reins on their brand identity.
“It builds an important emotional connection with the brand that Millennials are looking for,” said Allison Marsh, VP of consumer insights at AMP Agency, New York. “In terms
of footwear, there are a lot of different opportunities to tailor the brand experience so
that [the consumer] knows it’s more personal.”

From left: The in-store atmosphere at Vans, Adidas Originals and Teen Vogue’s Haute Spot.

As a result, Millennials tend to hunt for products and brands that feel unique to them,
but that carry the sanction of a broadly defined peer set, both on- and offline, with a voracity that can make their brand affiliations seem somewhat promiscuous. “They aren’t
going to be loyal to your brand because they don’t have to be, and they have been conditioned to be curious their entire lives,” Coopersmith said. “They are incredibly smart and
savvy. They know how to research and seek out peer reviews on Amazon.com. Those
things trump traditional ad campaigns.”
These psychographic features of the contemporary American teenager have led marketers such as Doug Akin, managing partner at New York-based interactive marketing
agency Mr. Youth, to dub them the “demand generation” for the high standards they
expect from the brands in their closets. “The Millennial [teens] have an attitude that’s
very much ‘Give me your best shot,’” said Akin, whose firm has done work for brands including Pepsi, Microsoft and Macy’s. “They’re interviewing the brand, and the brand has
to prove itself. It used to be that there were fewer choices, [fewer] outlets and [fewer]
sources of information. Brands have to be a lot wiser now.”
It’s no surprise, then, that the companies at the top of SportsOneSource’s Brand
Strength Report: Teen Edition are also the ones that are most adept at tailoring their
advertising campaigns and product offering to meet the teens’ interest. Specifically,
Millennials want the discovery of fresh product from an established name, with the customized, personalized experience they crave from brands. According to Jim Hartford,
president and CEO of SportsOneSource, based in Charlotte, N.C., these brands all pos-
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Making the Connection
But building that emotional connection today involves attracting teens’ attention over an
increasingly broad array of media touch points, especially online. “They’re much more
plugged into that digital environment with e-mail, instant messaging, text messaging,
Twitter and Facebook,” said Matt Powell, senior retail analyst at SportsOneSource, adding that teens’ facility with online media makes them tough customers for traditional
brand campaigns.
At Adidas, the marketing department has targeted Millennials with a holistic approach
to digital branding segments, including, among others, mobile phones, Facebook, blogs
and product placement in videogames such as “Guitar Hero,” and the FIFA and NBA Live
franchises from EA Sports. On Adidas’ Facebook page, for example, which has grown
from 150,000 members in July 2008 to nearly 2 million members today, brand fans dialogue with each other via message boards, post photos of themselves and share videos,
while the Adidas staff posts product and event updates.
“We are marketing now on the consumers’ own terms, and it’s very important for us
to maximize that opportunity using [digital] technology,” said Simon Atkins, director of
the Sport Style division at Adidas America. “This is where brands like Adidas can really
create gains.”
Like Adidas, Vans has also beefed up its digital marketing strategy, according to Palladini, with mobile messaging, blogs showcasing consumer-customized product and
online widgets that provide branded content to fans. “You have to allow the young
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people today to have your brand themselves,” he said. “You have to be willing to give
it over to them and allow them to use the brand to express who they are if you’re going
to get the richness [of the consumer-brand relationship] we try to achieve.”
Still, it’s important not to overemphasize digital outreach as the only step necessary
to capture the interest of today’s teens. The retail environment continues to have a tremendous influence over the purchasing decisions of teens, experts say.
“In action-sports, the retail environment is like a cultural epicenter. It’s not just a transactional spot,” said Palladini. “It’s a place to soak up the culture, and if you go into a good
skate, snowboard or surf shop, it’s very experiential.”
“The in-store [experience] is the primary moment of truth,” said Adidas’ Atkins. “It continues to be a core priority for us to win this [Millennial] consumer, and the investment
we’ve made has continued to increase
over the last several years.”
For Atkins, the in-store experience
is seen as an integrated space for the
physical and digital world of teens.
Adidas Originals stores feature video
screens and listening stations to help
draw in teens.
Irvine, Calif.-based Sanuk recently
found success by partnering with traditional media publications such as
Teen Vogue. The magazine, which targets a female readership between the
ages of 14 and 21 and is, like Footwear
News, owned by Condé Nast Publications, was part of marketing director
James Crush’s plan to put the Sanuk
brand on the radar of young women.
As part of the partnership, Teen
Vogue included Sanuk product in the
“Fashion Live!” runway show that it
staged before a crowd of young girls
at the U.S. Open of Surf last summer,
which Crush said gave the brand
“rock star status” among the viewers.
Additionally, Crush and his team were
able to take advantage of “Teen Vogue It Girls,” a database of 120,000 young women
who provide focus group-style feedback on products in exchange for incentives from
the magazine.
According to Teen Vogue publisher Laura McEwen, using multimedia and event marketing opportunities is a key part of connecting to the elusive teen demographic. Last year,
the magazine opened a holiday pop-up shop in New Jersey’s Short Hills mall. Dubbed the
“Teen Vogue Haute Spot,” the concept store offered visiting young girls refreshments
and a team of beauty and fashion consultants, as well as footwear brands including
Vans and Dr. Martens. Following its prom-themed concept in March and April of this year,
the Haute Spot will continue for back-to-school with a shop at the South Coast Plaza
mall in Costa Mesa, Calif. “I don’t believe that people will only want to connect online,”
McEwen said. “In a multimedia world, print, live events, mobile and digital technologies
all interact together.”

Photo courtesy of GETTY IMAGES.

Teens and the Recession
As the current economic crisis has companies across all industries looking to grab
hold of any available consumers, the teen market is a space fraught with peculiar
anxiety for footwear brand managers. According to a recent New York Times report,
roughly 24 percent of teens are currently unemployed, a harsh reality that will no
doubt impact discretionary spending, though analysts remain mixed on what the
long-term effects will be.
“This generation has been rocked by the economic downturn,” said Powell. “There’s a
feeling of helplessness. It will be very interesting to see if they turn to frugality, savings
and less conspicuous consumption [as they get older]. The jury’s still out.”
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The Rise of Gen Z

Just as marketers are getting a handle on the Millennials, there’s a new generation
emerging on the horizon. Known as Generation Z, these newborns to 12-year-olds
show brand awareness at younger ages than in previous generations. Known as
tweens in the more visible 8- to 12-year-old segment, Gen Zs are a rabid consumer
market just coming out of their gestation period.
“The tween is a sleeping giant,” said James Crush, marketing director at Irvine,
Calif.-based surf brand Sanuk. “The [popularity and merchandising of] the Jonas
Brothers and Miley Cyrus clarified that tweens are not only their own demographic
but they also have a lot of money to spend.”
According to Tristan Coopersmith, a senior executive at Los Angeles-based Creative
Artist Agency’s Intelligence Group, Gen Z will also be one of the most stressed-out
generations in history, with roughly 80 percent already reporting feeling intense
pressure, especially in education. Similarly, she said, the ubiquity of overprotective
parents who “bathe them in Purell” could also make Gen Z more safety-conscious
than older generations.
“These could be the kids worried about lead in shoes and hyper-conscious about
materials in products,” Coopersmith said, adding that eco-consciousness will also
be a big part of this demographic’s psychological makeup. “They’re learning about
Mother Earth in their core curriculums, have been raised to recycle their lunch bags
and spend time in playgrounds that are eco-friendly. Green is gold for them.”
Dealing with more adult issues, such as conservation and sustainability, goes
hand-in-hand with a consumer generation that is growing up with more rapid speed
than their predecessors. “Kids are now getting older and older every day,” said Chris
Harper, director of retail marketing at Carrollton, Texas-based Heelys. “You market
to a 10- to 12-year-old today how you would have marketed to a teenager years ago.
Brands are more important to them not only for the look but for the status.”
Bob Campbell, president of Boca Raton, Fla.-based BBC International, agreed. “The
child of the coming era doesn’t want to be a child anymore, she wants heels or fashion-athletic [footwear].”
However, even more than the Millennials, Gen Z will be difficult to reach via traditional
media campaigns such as TV spots and print ads as they get older in the post-iPhone
and post-Kindle world. “With both these groups, nontraditional media is becoming
more and more important,” said Allison Marsh, VP of consumer insights at AMP Agency
in New York. “[Gen Z] doesn’t even recognize traditional media formats.”
A final factor for the Gen Z set is the blurring some marketers perceive between
the kids’ online and offline worlds. While Facebook and MySpace may define the Millennials, Coopersmith points to virtual social worlds like WebKinz and Club Penguin,
where users purchase virtual products for avatars using an online form of currency,
as an important space for marketers to understand. “This space is fundamentally
shaping them as consumers,” she said. “Like Monopoly for past generations, this
is how they are developing an understanding of finance and how they are developing social skills and learning how to communicate. It will make them excellent, rabid
consumers.” << E.N.
Other cultural trends associated with the financial crisis, such as the negative opinion of corporations, are also expected to impact the image of luxury for coming-of-age
teens.
“For the prior generation, the aspiration was the Wall Street [look]: expensive suits and
clothes, driving a luxury car. Today’s young professional generation is more casual,” said
Akin. “Relaxed becomes the new luxury.”
Others are more bullish on post-recession prospects in the teen segment. While she
acknowledges that many of her agency’s clients are concerned about what they see
as the recalibration of teen spending, with both self- and parent-imposed tightening of
discretionary budgets, Coopersmith feels that the cut in spending is only temporary.
“This is a moment in time for them,” she said. “Imbedded into [teens’] fabric is that
they are compulsive, impulsive spenders. They love to shop. To some extent, they will
recalibrate [spending] a little, as a lot of them have been laid off and they are budgeting
for the first time. They will be smarter consumers, but they like to shop.” •
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When Footwear News sent out secret
shoppers to six department stores on
both coasts, what they found was a wide
range of discounts on some of the
biggest designer names in the business.
<< By Melanie Kletter & Anne-Marie Otey

Photo courtesy of GETTY IMAGES.

Even in the world of high-end, luxe stores and dazzling designer
brand names, it’s a consumer’s market.
Footwear News recently asked two secret shoppers to visit
stores earlier this month in New York and Los Angeles to critique the shoe departments at six upscale department stores:
Barneys New York, Bergdorf Goodman, Bloomingdale’s, Neiman
Marcus, Nordstrom and Saks Fifth Avenue. Melanie Kletter took
on the Big Apple, while Anne-Marie Otey shopped Los Angeles
and ventured farther south to the upscale South Coast Plaza mall
for a wider selection.
Our shoppers were given a simple task: To find a fun, stylish
designer boot for fall. They were both asked to also take notes on
what they saw and heard inside the departments, including their
observations on the best bargains — and there were many to
be found — best fit, hottest looks and the quality of the service
they received.
It’s not exactly a shocker that department stores have been
slashing prices to drum up business, and our shoppers found
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plenty of customers eager to take advantage of the marked-down
goods. Brian Atwood slingbacks were 60 percent off already reduced
prices, at $225.
That’s not to say stores are shying away from more expensive
shoes. Barneys New York was selling a Christian Louboutin yellow
crocodile pump for $4,600. But stores varied in how much fall product they carried, and one retailer even featured a boot from 2008 in
its display window.
In general, our shoppers found the service to be helpful and straight
forward, with a few pushy salespeople clearly hoping to bank a commission, while others provided more aloof assistance.
What follows are the in-depth findings, experiences and opinions of
our two seasoned shoppers.

Neiman Marcus, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Manolo Blahnik boots at
Neiman Marcus.

Lots of fall looks were
on display at Bergdorf
Goodman.

Location/date/time: 9700 Wilshire Blvd.; Friday, July 3; 4 p.m.
The environment: What recession? Customers perched on padded
chairs with their little dogs, surrounded by exploding tissue-filled
boxes of designer shoes.
Number of salespeople/customers: 10; 40
Prevalent brands: Christian Louboutin and Manolo Blahnik almost fill
the main shoe wall. Roger Vivier occupies a large corner.
Styles in play: Pre-fall brings the first boots of the season, from the
ubiquitous ankle length to daring thigh-highs. It’s not practical, but
many feature uppers made of lace.
Trend watch: The look was bold with deep covered platforms, spike
heels and cutouts. Bright, brazen gold is making a comeback.
The service: The lack of eye contact from the well-dressed salesmen made me wonder if I had forgotten to brush my hair — or my
teeth. I walked the floor for 15 minutes, then seated myself and put
my handbag on the next chair, clearly settling in. Still, no one approached. Then, it hit me: Each woman had her own personal salesman, and he was catering to her alone. Early-season shoppers at
Neiman Marcus belong to an exclusive club. Once you’re a customer,
you’re in. I flagged down a young saleswoman and she was enthusiastic without giving me a hard sell.
Yes, we have it: I had to go up or down a half size, and they were able
to accommodate me. But a Chanel mesh boot was already sold out,
at $1,425.
Most expensive: Christian Dior’s crystal platform pumps, at $2,250.
Least expensive: Very little starts below $350.
It’s a steal: The sales racks, shoved to the side, were 33 percent off,
with an additional 25 percent markdown.
Top pick: Chanel stretch leather knee-high boots with a black patent
toe cap and ruffle for $1,350. They could easily wiggle over dark stovepipe jeans. Still, I couldn’t stop strutting in Manolo Blahnik’s studded,
spike-heeled boots, at $1,595.
Lasting impression: Deep selection from top brands, but
the initial lack of service was a turn off.

Nordstrom, South Coast Plaza,
Costa Mesa, Calif.

Location/date/time: 3333 Bristol St.; Sunday, July 5;
1 p.m.
The environment: This is a working shoe department
with plenty of women trying on a couple of pairs.
Number of salespeople/customers: 6; 30
Prevalent brands: The department combines designer
names with lines that are affordable and comfortable.

FN0720P24-27B.indd 26

Jimmy Choo and Prada take prime positions, but Manolo Blahnik has
only a small bay. Taryn Rose, Stuart Weitzman, Donald J Pliner and
Anyi Lu are more important here.
Styles in play: Flats, loafers and low pumps predominate, as well as
the occasional eye-opener such as orange stilettos by Moschino
Cheap & Chic.
Trend watch: Engineer boots with lug soles, kitten heels and wedges,
including Prada’s tall, scrunchy suede.
The service: Salespeople gave me a polite “hello,” with no further questions until I was ready — just my style.
Yes, we have it: I vary between 7 1/2 and 8, or 37 1/2 and 38, and both
sizes were available.
Most expensive: Jimmy Choo’s rabbit-fur-lined biker boots, at $1,050.
Least expensive: Burberry plaid rubber rain boots for $175.
It’s a steal: Sale shoes were on second markdown, at 60 percent off,
making Brian Atwood’s slingbacks $225.
Top pick: With such a large display of Jimmy Choo, I couldn’t pass up
the Peony boot in black leather with a back zip, for $965.
Lasting impression: These are friendly salespeople who won’t sell you
a gimmick, but the department needs more marquee brands to really
stand out.
Bloomingdale’s is
slow to bring in fall
merchandise.

Bloomingdale’s, South Coast Plaza,

Costa Mesa, Calif.

Location/date/time: 3333 Bristol St.; Sunday, July 5; 3:30 p.m.
The environment: We were a little early for the party here. The Chanel
collection was the only brand with fall boots. When I asked for a Stuart
Weitzman knee-high boot, prominently displayed, it was only available
in size 10 because it was from a previous season.
Number of salespeople/customers: 3; 20
Prevalent brands: The shoe department is divided into three linked
rooms, with the designer brands in the second one. Christian Dior has
the most real estate, along with Stuart Weitzman. There’s an eclectic collection of smaller lines, including Jean-Michel Cazabat, Chie Mihara and
Pedro Garcia, so when the full stock is in, there may be some finds.
Styles in play: Heels, the higher the better. Even espadrilles towered on
mega-sized wedges.
Trend watch: For boots, variations on flats — not the super-flat of past
seasons, but short stacked heels and lug soles.
The service: Salespeople were patient, but overworked. My own was
physically pulled away by a teenage girl carrying a Louis Vuitton bag,
trying on every Chanel flat on display. But she laid down $345 for the
brand’s jelly sandal, so I understood why he was torn between us.
Yes, we have it: With so little that was new, all sizes were available.
Most expensive: The Chanel chestnut boots, at $1,500.
Least expensive: Fendi rain boots for $210.
It’s a steal: Bloomingdale’s took an additional 40 percent off marked-
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down shoes, so a Sergio Rossi eelskin slingback was $261, from $625.
Top pick: Christian Dior had the widest selection to choose from, so I
went for a black, knee-high boot for $1,090.
Lasting impression: Fifteen percent off brand-new merchandise was a
decent incentive, but a lot of the stock was dated.

Bergdorf Goodman, New York

Location/date/time: 754 Fifth Ave.; Monday, June 29; 10:30 a.m.
The environment: The luxury store had a large number of sale items in
virtually every department. Throughout were pink signs advertising as
much as 70 percent off. The second floor designer shoe department
was more than half filled with crowded, 50 percent-off sale racks.
Number of salespeople/customers: 8; 30
Prevalent brands: Manolo Blahnik had by far the biggest selection.
Chanel, Prada, Jimmy Choo and Christian Louboutin were also well
represented. Among other designer brands on display were Lanvin, YSL,
Gucci, Miu Miu, Balenciaga, Gravati, Azzedine Alaïa and Tod’s.
Styles in play: There was a sizeable offering of early fall merchandise, including ballet flats, loafers and boots, but the biggest chunk of the floor
was for the summer sale merchandise, most of which was sandals.
Trend watch: The early fall shoes on display were fairly conservative,
with a lot of black leather flat boots and suede loafers. Among the more
directional looks were suede ankle styles with fringe and motorcycleinspired leather boots with studs.
The service: When I first walked in, the group of salespeople, all men,
were chatting with each other about sports, and none asked if I needed
help. When I finally did approach one of them for assistance, he was
friendly and helpful and suggested some boots I might want to try on
along with the ones I asked him to get.
Yes, we have it: Four of the five boot styles I wanted to try were available
in my size, 6 1/2. The other style came in a 7, which I also tried on.
Most expensive: An Azzedine Alaïa handmade sandal retailing for $2,475.
Least expensive: Tod’s loafers knocked down to $198 from $395.
It’s a steal: With all the summer designer sandals marked 50 percent
off, there were many steals to be found. The sale racks had a lot of
Manolos for less than $300.
Top pick: A black, knee-high Gravati black boot. It offered comfort and style.
Lasting impression: A nice selection of fashion-forward designs, but the
plethora of sale racks took away from the luxe shopping experience.

Saks Fifth Avenue, New York

Location/date/time: 611 Fifth Ave.; Wednesday, July 1; noon
The environment: Throughout the store were big signs advertising sales.
The large shoe department featured new fall merchandise attractively
displayed in the middle of the floor, while the sale offerings were
located along the outer rim of the circular room.
Number of salespeople/customers: 20; 50
Prevalent brands: Roger Vivier shoes and handbags had the biggest
presentation. There was also a large selection of Christian Louboutin.
Other brands included Chanel, Fendi, Dior, Ralph Lauren, Prada, Oscar de
la Renta, Stuart Weitzman and Gucci.
Styles on display: Knee-high boots, strappy sandals, loafers, ballet flats.
Trend watch: Many fall boot options, including flats and a variety of heel
heights.
The service: The sales staff was a little aggressive and clearly worked
on commission. But the man who helped me was patient and helpful.
Yes, we have it: Everything was in my size.
Most expensive: The salesman pointed me to a Christian Louboutin
crocodile slingback shoe selling for about $2,500.

private
eyes

Least expensive: A Taryn Rose sandal was marked down to about $60.
It’s a steal: Shoes were marked down by half and then were selling for
another 33 percent off. Some Dolce & Gabbana sandals were marked
down to $250 from $550. There were plenty of Manolos, Jimmy Choos
and Pradas selling for less than one-third of their original prices.
Top pick: With a perfect fit, a Chloé knee-high boot with a buckle was
the clear winner.
Lasting impression: Great selection and helpful, friendly service, though
the big department can feel a bit overwhelming.

Sale racks circle the
shoe department at
Saks Fifth Avenue.

Barneys New York, New York

Location/date/time: 660 Madison Ave.; Wednesday, July 1; 3 p.m.
The environment: There were a lot more directional offerings and some
brands you don’t find in many other stores. I was surprised that the
sale racks literally blocked my way when I got off the escalator on the
fourth floor. About two feet from where I exited I was face to face with
large and disorganized shoe racks.
Number of salespeople/customers: 10; 20
Prevalent brands: Christian Louboutin, Costume National, Stella
McCartney, Chanel, Prada, Balenciaga, Vero Cuoio.
Styles on display: Ankle boots, ultra-high heels, sandals and cowboy
boots.
Trend watch: Many of the styles featured special treatments, such as rhinestones, grommets, tassels or wood
heels. The shoe styles sold here are for those who definitely want to make a statement with their footwear.
The service: It was very hard to tell who the salespeople
were since they were wearing more casual clothes — not
suits — and they did not have name tags. But a welldressed saleswoman approached me soon after I started
browsing and gave me great assistance.
Yes, we have it: They had three of the four of the boots I
wanted in my size.
Most expensive: A Christian Louboutin yellow crocodile
pump for $4,600.
Least expensive: The Barneys brand sandals, on sale for
less than $200.
It’s a steal: Shoes in this section were marked down
significantly, and then were selling for another 25 percent off.
Top pick: A Marc Jacobs boot that felt great and looked like it would go
well with skirts and pants.
Lasting impression: Very fashion-forward shoes that won’t be found at
other stores, but some might be a little too directional and seemed like
they’d be highly uncomfortable. •
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Shoppers crowd the
disorganized sale racks
at Barneys New York.
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win a trip to Italy.*

Ballin

Claudia Ciuti

www.ballin-shoes.it

www.claudiaciuti.com

Founded in 1945 by Giorgio Ballin and his brother,
Guido, Ballin produces 200,000 pairs of women’s
shoes annually that are exported around the world.
Ballin products, exclusively targeted to women,
include high-quality sandals, boots and matching
bags. Recently, the company has collaborated with
well-known Italian and international designers such as
Anna Sui to provide design support, production, and
distribution.

As Claudia Ciuti balances her Italian roots with a New
York aesthetic to which she attributes much of her
creativity, the Claudia Ciuti Collection is a harmonious
collaboration between style and wearability. Her styles
are available in the ﬁnest department stores and
specialty boutiques.

Casadei

Francesca Mambrini

www.casadei.com

www.francescamambrini.it

Casadei was founded in 1958 by Quinto and Flora
Casadei. The vocation for anticipating trends was
transmitted to Cesare Casadei, their son, who joined
the family company in 1987. Now creative director,
Cesare renews the company’s DNA, crafting shoes
for “original, self-conﬁdent and alternative women, yet
always and inevitably the protagonists of the galaxy
in which they live.” These objects of precious design
are 100-percent “Made in Italy” from exclusive handﬁnished materials and sold throughout the world.

Francesca Mambrini shoes are dedicated to
women who, like her, are drawn to the beauty and
exclusiveness of a unique object that is pleasing to
the eye before you put it on. Francesca Mambrini
has always lived for art and class. She inherited her
ﬁne taste and love of color and materials from her
grandmother, a hat designer on Rome’s famous
Via Veneto who counted some of the world’s most
elegant women among her clients.

www.footwearnews.com / italianshoes
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Gianmarco Lorenzi

Lorenzo Banﬁ

Rodo

www.gianmarcolorenzi.com

www.lorenzobanﬁ.com

www.rodo.it

Only he who lives by passion can give life to new ideas
and make the most extraordinary projects possible.
From the very beginning, the Gianmarco Lorenzi
collections have been synonymous with craftsmanship
and distinctive style, interpreting and expressing the
spirit of the times. Gianmarco Lorenzi designs are
intended for the self-assured woman who is aware of
her charms and conscious of the dictates of fashion.

Lorenzo Banﬁ was founded in 1978 by Renzo Banﬁ in
Parabiago, a small village between Milan and Varese.
The company immediately distinguished itself through
the production of superlative shoes and boots for men
and women. In the Eighties, Lorenzo Banﬁ opened
its ﬁrst boutique on via Sant’Andrea in Milan, and
has since developed a wholesale network in parts of
Europe and the U.S.

The Rodo name derives from the ﬁrst syllables of the
name of its founder, Romualdo Dori. Launched in
1956 as a producer of straw handbags and wicker
baskets, Rodo has since expanded to include more
elegant products such as clutches, evening bags,
shoes, jewelry and small leather goods. The company
produces exclusively under its label Rodo, creating
true works of art – the result of unmistakable creative
talent and skilled craftsmanship that has been
conserved and developed over the years.

Giuseppe Zanotti Design

René Caovilla

Sergio Rossi

www.giuseppe-zanotti-design.com

www.renecaovilla.com

www.sergiorossi.com

In less than a decade Vicini S.p.a. has established
itself as a world-famous women’s luxury footwear
company. Built around the “creative laboratory” of
Giuseppe Zanotti, the company has found its own
formula balancing creativity and innovation with
functionality and market demands. Vicini manages
everything from research to customer care, offering
international buyers fashionable accessories created
to meet each market’s individual tastes. Worldwide,
there are Vicini and Giuseppe Zanotti Design singlebrand stores, shop-in-shops and company-owned
boutiques.

René Caovilla inherited the Venetian passion and
artistry for creating the world’s most exclusive and
precious shoes. His company – founded in 1920 and
one of the gems of “Made in Italy” footwear – has
collaborated with Valentino Garavani, Christian Dior
and Chanel, and has been producing René Caovilla
signature footwear exclusively since 2000. Caovilla’s
creativity stems from a great spirit of observation and
continuous aesthetic and cultural research.

Sergio Rossi started his business the 1950s in San
Mauro Pascoli, Italy, and created his brand in 1968.
Due to excellent workmanship, the Sergio Rossi shoe
has attracted a reﬁned clientele that desires high
quality Italian footwear. The brand has always been
synonymous with glamour and numerous Italian and
international stars have worn Sergio Rossi on the red
carpet over the years.

A CAMPAIGN PROMOTING “MADE IN ITALY” SHOES, PRESENTED BY:
* NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. To enter and for full rules, go to www.footwearnews.com/italianshoes. Starts 9:00 AM EST 7/20/09 and
ends 11:59 PM ET 8/15/09. Open to legal residents of the 50 United States/D.C. 18 or older, except employees of Sponsor their immediate
families and those living in the same household. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. Void outside the 50 United
States/D.C. and where prohibited. A.R.V. of prize $4,975. Sponsor: The Conde Nast Publications, 4 Times Square, New York, NY 10036
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FROM LEFT:
On Jason: Green penny moc with
leather sole from SEBAGO. Jacket by
Polo Ralph Lauren, shirt by Rag & Bone,
pants by Lacoste.
On John Paul: SPERRY TOP-SIDER’s
rawhide laced boat shoe. Jacket by
Lacoste, shirt by Polo Ralph Lauren,
jeans are stylist’s own.
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CLARKS ORIGINALS’ crepe-sole Wallabee. Sweater by Polo Ralph Lauren; shirt by John Varvatos; pants by Lacoste.
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APPROVED WITH ERRORS

FROM LEFT:
On John Paul: ROCKPORT’s suede chukka boot. Long-sleeve
polo and sweater by Lacoste, pants by Rag & Bone.
On Jason: EASTLAND’s camp moc on white outsole.
Shirt and vest by Paul Smith, pants by Lacoste.
On Justin: Sand suede saddle shoe from ALLEN EDMONDS. Sweater by
Ralph Lauren Purple Label, shirt by Polo Ralph Lauren, pants by John Varvatos.
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APPROVED WITH ERRORS

FROM LEFT: On Justin: A coated canvas boat shoe from LACOSTE. Shirt by Polo Ralph Lauren, pants by DKNY Jeans.
On John Paul: HUSH PUPPIES’ boat shoe on driver bottom. Shirt by Dolce & Gabbana, pants by Perry Ellis, belt is stylist’s own.
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GUESS’ low-profile chukka boot. Jacket by Lacoste,
shirt by Dolce & Gabbana, jeans by Lacoste.
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Prep Rally
Footwear News asked several men’s brands to preview their top trends for spring — and the recurring
theme was classic Americana looks. << By Barbara Schneider-Levy
Lacoste Footwear USA
“With the growing trend in vulcanized, Lacoste is offering
higher-cut silhouettes that incorporate patent leather
and patent-treated canvas. Perf detailing, accent colors
such as navy, green and black, coupled with premium
materials lend themselves to a sporty, yet sophisticated
lifestyle. Replacing the brown shoe business will be
white leather and canvas.” — Gary Malamet, president

J Shoes
“[We’ll have] paired-down,
clean modern casuals, as
well as more classic looks with
a rugged, worn appeal. Key colors include blues, grays
and sun-bleached neutrals. Updated 1950s-inspired
Americana looks emphasize wingtips and saddles,
detailed in soft leathers. We’re also globe-trotting with our
world traveler styles, which put the focus on smartly tailored barefoot mocs [above].” — Nick Drury, lead designer

Bed Stu
“We’ll continue focusing on the devolution of fashion —
less complexity, fewer details and a stronger alignment
with classic American designs such as boat shoes and
mocs. Our technique of accelerating the aging process
of leathers and translating this into footwear with a
lived-in look will continue to be important this spring.”
— Roger Orozco, creative director

Frye

nent part of the sandal business, emphasizing a cool and
easy attitude.” — David Joseph, national sales manager

Auri Footwear
“Our dress shoe collection
[at right] uses leather
and hand-burnished
canvas blends that evoke
a vintage feel. In our casual and sport line, we’ll add
green, gray and red to our popular Offspring style.
There will be more canvas blends in our sandal offering,
as well as light colors including taupe, gray and white.”
— Ori Rosenbaum, president and CEO

development

Vael

“Madden Men’s takes direct inspiration from Steve’s
personal style, with edgy interpretations of American
classics in distressed, rugged materials. There are driving mocs in relaxed shapes with soft uppers for sockless
wear.” — Andrew Shames, president

“The focus is on high-top sneakers. Guys are wearing
them unlaced with skinny jeans. Here, the color story
marks a move away from a monochromatic look into
color-blocking. We’re also going forward with preppy looks
based on the success of our Deckard boat shoe. [This
season], we’ve turned the style into a boot. Materialwise,
we’re offering coated canvas in our brown shoe category, along with darker leathers. For athletics, there are
custom perfed leathers detailed in unique shapes such as
crosses or squares.” — Coleman Horn, creative director

Jump

Piloti

“We’ve taken our Sneaker Deluxe collection, launched in
spring ’09, to the next level with the use of avant-garde
materials, including exotic-print patent leathers, metallics and leathers that wrinkle and move. Paired with
these are super-soft nappas and suedes for contrast. The
standout sneaker silhouette remains the high-top.” —

“For spring, the evolution of our Racing Comfort technology in our Lusso and Touring lines allowed us to reduce
the overall dimensions of the shoes while maintaining
the cushioning inherent in our classic designs. This
encouraged us to look at patterns, materials and finishes
that accentuate sleeker silhouettes. Racing-color pops
and high-abrasion materials [in the collection] are driven
by our brand identity.” — Kevin Beard, CEO

Steve Madden Men’s

Victor Hsu, marketing director

“Overall, the trend
is casual and
comfortable, with
a downtown-cool vibe. Key
looks include mocs, drivers and sneakers. A vintageinspired tailored group features a wingtip [above],
penny loafer and tassel moc. Boots remain important,
with the focus on vintage-inspired work looks in new
leathers. The collection is full of color, with leathers in
saturated shades that are washed to give a casual feel.
Dark brown, black, leaf-green, burnt-red and cognac add
pop.” — Michael Petry, design director

Red Tape

Rocket Dog Men’s

Jason Clifton, product manager

“The focus is on American heritage and modern bohemian
looks. Upper materials include washed twills and rustic
leathers. Madras plaids are still important, but are used
as sock linings for a hint of color. Slides are a more promi-

full-grain leathers.
The line uses a range
of strong, bold colors
such as blue, green, red
and orange. We mined through our
past catalogs and have given a nod to classic, timeless
Fluevogian footwear.” — Jeff Brodawka, men’s product

“Young men’s dress will
focus on lightweight, flexible
shoes in sleek silhouettes
[at right] that include modern takes on wingtips and Chelsea
boots. Keeping it authentic, these
styles pick up traditional brogue detailing. They’re not
as chunky or as luggy as in past seasons, but tailored
in thinner profiles for spring. Materials focus on soft garment leathers and suedes with a hand-antiqued finish
that evokes a natural, worn-in feel. Colors are as light as
the silhouettes, done in stone, khaki, tan and brown.” —

John Fluevog
“We focused on texture and color, mixing in printed
and patterned fabrics, waxy nubucks, suedes and rich,

FN0720P38.indd 38

Guess
“We’re showcasing suede
and canvas in washed
finishes, then [adding]
embroidery, patches
and metallic hardware.
Burnished tan and vintage leathers with laser-cut details [above] and
embroidery bring out the sun-baked colors that our
Tribal Lounge theme represents. Also seen throughout
our collection is canvas that is dip-dyed and tie-dyed, as
well as batik and ombré effects. In terms of silhouettes,
laceless oxfords in soft, casual materials complement
the unconstructed feel in ready-to-wear. We also have relaxed, unconstructed barefoot looks in washed leathers
detailed with hardware.” — Paul Vando, design director of
men’s footwear
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Ladies First

Upping the feminine styling in their casual lines (think new fabrics, bolder colors and slimmer silhouettes)
is helping outdoor companies grow their women’s business. << By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

Whitney Conner said she first knew something
needed to change during a visit to the Patagonia campus.
Conner, the brand manager for Patagonia footwear (which
is manufactured by Rockford, Mich.-based Wolverine World
Wide’s Outdoor Group), noticed that none of the female
staffers at Patagonia’s Ventura, Calif., headquarters were
wearing the brand’s more outdoorsy casual footwear. To get
them and other women excited about its shoe collection, the
brand this season will debut its new Elegance casual line,
featuring more dressed-up, fashion-conscious silhouettes.
And Patagonia isn’t the only one. Many leading outdoor
firms are taking another look at their women’s casuals,
aligning them more with current trends and giving the
traditionally rugged styles a more feminine, polished
look. Brand executives said the new direction better suits
their female consumers’ need for style and
functionality — and updated styles
and colors give them a reason to buy.
(The Elegance collection features price
points that, at $85 to $160, are slightly
higher than other offerings, but most
firms are keeping pricing consistent
with other styles.)
Portland, Ore.-based Keen’s ongoing push to
enhance its feminine styling has ramped up this season.
“We’ve taken baby steps [in the past], and now we’ve
taken a bigger leap,” said Kelly Wallrich, director of product.
Wallrich said Keen is turning its spring ’09 Whisper sandal
into an entire collection for spring ’10 and is adding other
details — such as floral etchings and new colors — to the
rest of its women’s line. “It was the right time,” Wallrich
said. “We’ve been able to grow in hiking, sandals and casual
styles, and now we’re just broadening [our offering].”
For Patagonia, the wakeup call led to a new direction:
making the footwear collection better sync up with the
dresses being shown in the apparel line. “When we looked
at trending things, it became clear it was time to step away
from the Outdoor Group and get into a more feminine,
sophisticated look that matched the Patagonia dress line,”
Conner said.
The new Elegance collection features softer leathers,
brighter colors (including purple, dusty blue and green)
and more sophisticated silhouettes, such as ankle boots,
strappy sandals and flats. “[The styles are] still meant for
that woman who goes from wearing our surfwear out with
the guys to changing into a dress in the car to go out for
dinner,” Conner said. “It’s meant to fit her lifestyle, but make
her feel sexy and feminine.”
But keeping functionality was key, she stressed. While
the look is different, keeping the outdoor DNA in the fit and

Teva has added more feminine
materials and colors to its casual
offering. At left: A sandal from
Patagonia’s Elegance collection.

feel was a way to ensure the
line stayed connected to the
brand’s performance offering.
“The cushioning and arch support
are still there. That was mandatory,” she said.
For Teva, a division of Goleta, Calif.-based Deckers Outdoor
Corp., the drive to feminize the casual offering has been
an ongoing process, one that Darren Howard, assistant
product line manager for lifestyle, thinks can help target
customers. “It’s that crossover appeal that’s catching the
consumer’s eye right now,” he said. “[Shoppers want] more
feminine details even though they’re looking for something
that performs.” To that end, Teva has been retooling lasts,
creating slimmer, women’s-specific shapes and adding
new materials. For spring ’10, the brand is carrying it
forward with metallic webbings and even crinkle patents in
selected styles.
The new styling, he said, has been instrumental in
expanding Teva’s account base. “[We’re realizing that] not
everything has to be made for REI. We also want to capture
the girl who’s walking into a department store,” Howard
said. But while the styling might be expanding, the company isn’t looking to become a fashion player, he noted.
“[The styling isn’t] over the top — we’re still in the outdoor
industry. But women want to be pretty and feminine.”
For outdoor retailers, the new direction has been a sales
winner. Philip Chaitman, owner of Good Footing Adventure
in Brooklyn, N.Y., said his shop had seen strong results
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with Keen’s Whisper sandal. Customers responded to the
“lighter feel, thinner straps and some of the more springlike colors,” he said.
“It’s great — and it’s about time,” Lauren Barra, head
footwear buyer for Backcountry.com, said about brands’
efforts to feminize their women’s product. “Customers go to
brands like Keen, Chaco and Patagonia because they trust
the fit, technology and comfort, [but they’re looking for]
something a bit more fashion-forward, color-forward. That’s
what has been missing.”
Barra said casual outdoor looks with more feminine styling have done well for the site, and noted that Backcountry.
com was banking on the looks for spring ’10 because new
colors and silhouettes have given women a reason to shop.
“Our men’s business is pretty flat this year, but women’s,
it’s a different market,” she said. “We’re going to see growth
in women’s casual.”
Kurt Geller, former product manager for footwear and
current product manager for apparel at Peterborough, N.H.based Eastern Mountain Sports, said the trend toward more
fashion-forward shoes would only grow as customers look
for versatile styles that allow them to “hike, get in the water
and then go out to dinner.”
Still, he stressed that the outdoor DNA of comfort and
function would remain the most important factor. “The
better styles result in having the function first, with the
fashion second,” he said. “[They need to be] built on a
strong platform. It starts from the ground up.”
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Lime Light
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Runners taking to the trails for spring will be doing everything but
blending into the scenery. Bright citrus shades of lemon-yellow
and lime-green are juicing up performance trail runners.
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CHANEL’s lace-up
booties with metallic
paillettes.

STÉPHANE ROLLAND’s
satin covered platforms with ankle
straps.

JEAN PAUL
GAULTIER’s Lucite
platform sandals with
ankle ties.

ARMANI PRIVÉ’s
beaded d’Orsay
pumps.

<^aYZYHiV\Z
CHRISTIAN DIOR’s
satin evening sandals
with crystal inlays.

VALENTINO’s
feathered evening
sandals.

L]^aZ YZh^\cZgh Vi i]Z EVg^h gjclVn h]dlh h]jccZY
hdbZ d[ i]Z dkZg"i]Z"ide eaVi[dgbh d[ gZXZci hZVhdch!
i]Z^g[VaaÉ%.XgZVi^dchhi^aagZkZVaZYVcVjgVd[dejaZcXZ#
<^kZcX]nÉhb^Y"XjiWddihl^i]\daYZchijYhVcY8]VcZaÉh
aVXZ"je Wddi^Zh l^i] e^c`"]jZY eV^aaZiiZh ]^\]a^\]i
i]Z adc\Zk^in d[ ZbWZaa^h]ZY hinaZh [dg YVn VcY c^\]i#
KVaZci^cdVahdhiZeeZYjei]Zldl[VXidg!l^i][ZVi]ZgZY
K
hhigVeh VcY [Vca^`Z ]ZZah \VgcZg^c\ bV_dg ViiZci^dc#
6gbVc^ Eg^k bV^ciV^cZY V hZgZcZ [ZZa^c\ l^i] h^a`
6
eejbeh i]Vi VaiZgcViZan [ZVijgZY ^cig^XViZ WZVY^c\ VcY
hXVaadeZY EK8 Xjidjih# =ZgZ! ;ddilZVg CZlh egZhZcih
i]ZWZhid[i]ZEVg^hXdjijgZXdaaZXi^dch#
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WOMEN’S FALL

COUTURE

GIVENCHY’s
patent and suede
wingtip-inspired
booties.

GIVENCHY’s
metallic studded
foldover boots.

ROLLAND’s
ed platankle
ARMANI PRIVÉ’s
stiletto pumps
with scalloped
cutouts.

ALEXIS MABILLE’s
suede T-strap sandals
with silk bows.

JEAN PAUL
GAULTIER’s
d’Orsay stilettos
with thigh-high
corset spats.

CHANEL’s
patent slingback
booties with pink
paillettes.

VALENTINO’s
silk pumps with
fanned ruffles.

CHRISTIAN
DIOR’s satin
Mary Jane pumps
with crystal
detailing.
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CHRISTIAN
LACROIX’s squaretoed pumps with
oversize buckles.

ELIE SAAB’s T-strap
platform sandals.
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Having options is a good thing.

And it’s a mantra that footwear brands, from Steve Madden to
Salvatore Ferragamo, are embracing as they branch further into
categories that don’t have anything to do with feet.
Even as an unstable economy rocked the retail market
this past year, Steve Madden developed a line of bedding
targeted to college-age girls, and Ferragamo expanded
its fragrance collection to include home offerings such as
candles and room spray. For spring ’10, Shane and Shawn
Ward are tackling timepieces, while Tory Burch continues
to build her lifestyle empire, with eyewear for fall. And
designers Elizabeth Brady and Matt Bernson have spun
out into handbags and jewelry, respectively.
“Brands are trying to find an opportunity to sustain their
volume and keep the cachet of their brand alive,” said
Marshal Cohen, chief industry analyst at The NPD Group.
“But stretching out into other categories doesn’t always
mean a home run.”
While the risks include diluting the brand message and
tainting relationships with retailers that expect a focused
story, Cohen said, product expansion could boost sales, particularly
cularly among consumers already buying into the brand. “That’s where most of the growth will come from,”
he said. “You’ve already convinced them you are the brand for them.”
That bodes well for brands like Tory Burch, Steve Madden and Salvatore Ferragamo,
which have a large and loyal following.
Burch, who has enjoyed a rapid rise since the launch
of her namesake company five years ago,
has been growing her clothing brand into
a lifestyle offering with shoes, handbags,
costume jewelry and, now, sunglasses. “It’s
a natural extension and something I’ve wanted
to do for a long time,” Burch said, noting she is
also developing a line of ophthalmic frames slated
to debut next year. The sunglasses, made by
Luxottica Group SpA as part of a six-year licensing agreement, hit stores in November and will retail
from $135 to $195.
Burch also plans to expand into home décor, but
ut said that
project is on hold until the economy stabilizes. “It’s a tough time to
start in the home business,” she said. “People aren’t renovating their
homes right now or shopping much [for décor].”
Steve Madden, meanwhile, has moved into a different division of the
home sector with bedding priced between $100 and $195, said the
company’s licensing and fashion director, Zina Zargens. The
collection launched in June in about 150 Bed, Bath & Beyond
stores. “We’ve had a very loyal following, and a lot of women
have grown up in our shoes,” Zargens said. “Girls look
through the magazines and see what the celebrities are
wearing and want that in shoes, clothing and every other
category, including bedding.”
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Beyond fall, Zargens
gens said, SSteve Madden — which already offers hosiery and handbags — is looking to add ap
apparel and fragrance.
Salvatore Ferragamo,
amo, too, has made the move into home for fall ’09. “Basically, we
consider this a nice
ce little sid
side business,” said Ferragamo Parfums CEO Luciano Bertinelli. “Our core business w
will always be shoes and fashion, but this builds brand
awareness andd offers a llittle more of the lifestyle concept and attitude.”
The collection,
offshoot of the brand’s Tuscan Soul fragrance line, includes
on, an offs
handmade,, Italian ca
candles, scented sachets and room spray, retailing from
$50 to $120.
120. Meant to expand the Tuscan Soul line, which is sold at high-end
stores including N
Neiman Marcus and Bergdorf Goodman, the home collection iss being positioned
pos
as a long-term addition to the brand’s portfolio,
Bertinelli ssaid.
“If there’s
th
an opportunity,
p
we don’t want to lose that,” he said.
ne is a small business, but it’s a high-quality
“The home business
s
business
that tells the story around our lifestyle
and
nd master brand.”
While
W
Cohen noted that larger companies with
hi
thicker
pocketbooks may be at an advantage
when
h entering new categories, smaller brands are
s finding ways to capture a broader audience.
also
For
o example, Shane and Shawn Ward’s spring ’10
collection
le
of eight men’s and women’s watches will
retail
a for $105 and $250, and the company is in
talks
k to launch intimates. “We’re setting ourselves
up sso that when the economy [gets better], we’ll
be hhere with some hot product,” said Shawn Ward,
brandd president and co-founder. “Shoes and accesFrom
Fr
rom top: Elizabeth
sories go hand-in-hand.”
B
Brady handbag;
Elizabeth Brady, who debuted her namesake footSa
Salvatore Ferragamo
wear brand in 2006, launched a capsule handbag cola
candle;
Matt Bernson
u and Tory Burch
cuff;
lection for spring ’09 and has been gradually expandu
sunglasses.
ing the offering. The bags, priced between $550 and
$895,
9 have attracted retailers that might not have otherwise considered carrying
the Elizabeth Brady name. “It’s afforded me the opportunity to get into more doors,”
she ssaid. “It’s important [to offer retailers] a portfolio of things to choose from.”
Brady is approaching expansion slowly and is using the collection
to garner more aattention for the brand overall. “We’re relatively
new, and there’s
e’s still a curiosity about who we are. I’d rather
grow at a slower
er pace and let things take their course.”
Likewise, Mat
Matt Bernson, known for his Brazilian-made
sandals, ha
has started creating jewelry inspired by eleom the footwear line. “It wasn’t too strategically
ments from
plannedd out,”
o said Bernson. “It was something that
evolved nnaturally.”
While Be
Bernson doesn’t plan to make jewelry a major
part of hiss bbusiness, he said he hopes the bracelets,
which retail for $$45 to $65, will draw in new customers. “It’s a
op eyes to what we do,” he said. “Like every
way to open people’s
company, we’ree ttrying to figure out the best way forward. As
long as there’s a ggood idea, it makes sense to do it.”
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&OR SEVERAL YEARS 0ORTLAND /RE RETAILER ,IBBY
(ARTUNG SOLD STYLISH FOOTWEAR AT :ELDA´S 3HOE
"AR AND STYLISH CLOTHES AT %LIZABETH 3TREET
RIGHT NEXT DOOR "UT AN ECONOMIC DOWNTURN
STARTING IN  CAUSED HER TO MAKE DIFFICULT
DECISIONS FIRST TO MOVE :ELDA´S INTO THE BACK
OF %LIZABETH 3TREET AND THEN TO CLOSE %LIZABETH
3TREET AND MOVE BACK INTO THE ORIGINAL :ELDA´S
SPACE REOPENING AS A SHOE STORE WITH A SMALL
APPAREL SELECTION ±9OU HAVE TO BE NIMBLE TO
STAY IN BUSINESS ² SAID (ARTUNG WHO WAS AN
ACCESSORIES BUYER FOR 0ORTLAND SPECIALTY SHOP
-ERCANTILE BEFORE OPENING :ELDA´S IN 
$OWNSIZING TO   SQUARE FEET SHE CHOSE
THE PRODUCT THAT WOULD YIELD THE BEST SALES IN
A SMALLER SPACE ±3HOES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN MY
STRENGTH ² SAID (ARTUNG WHO HELD A REOPENING BASH ON *UNE  ±)´VE HAD A GREAT RESPONSE -Y
CUSTOMER PUT HER HANDS IN HER POCKETS THE LAST SIX MONTHS BUT THEY´RE LOOSENING UP AGAIN²

J>;H?=>JC?N
Hartung buys for a customer similar to
herself: a fashionable risk-taker. “My taste
has always been my personality,” she
said. “I want to be multifaceted and not
carry one specific look.”
Her customers like shoes that stand
out, currently preferring heels to flats. For
spring ’09, Hartung bought a platform from
Coach. “It arrived in February and cost
$388,” she said. “I asked myself, ‘What was
I thinking?’ But it outsold the flats.”
Hartung buys at The WSA Show, and
until 2007 traveled to Micam. She once
bought directly from Italian manufacturers, paying a commission to an agent and
30 percent of her invoices up front. But in
the current economy, she said she can’t
afford to do that. Though Hartung still prefers European-made shoes, she now buys
brands with U.S. representation. Among
the collections she stocks are Pura Lopez,
Bettye Muller, Old Gringo, Angeleigh Anastasio and Hasbeens from Sweden.
Because shoppers are more price conscious, Hartung is offering more items
priced below $500. She also is exploring lines made in Asia, such as Bourne.
There’s a niche, she said, for dressy
shoes under $300. “Before, it would have
been $400.”

I;HL?9;?IIK;I
Hartung has cut her staff from 13 to one:
Katie Dow, who previously worked in the
hotel industry. But she said having one
employee is actually a relief. “When you
have a large staff, you’re dealing with personality issues and juggling schedules.”
The store can run with only one salesperson because customers don’t need a lot of
hand-holding. Hartung describes her customers as “independent-thinking career
women. They make a quick decision, and
they know what they want.”
FHECEJ?ED7BIJH7J;=?;I
Dow, whom Hartung has dubbed “the
master of marketing,” is boosting Zelda’s
marketing outreach. She came up with a
party package and hopes to partner with
a boutique hotel to promote it. For $450,
the shopper receives two hours of private
shopping with friends, champagne and a
$200 gift certificate.
In addition, Dow convinced Hartung to
update her communication methods. In
addition to written notes, the two send
e-mail blasts to Zelda’s 500 best customers. A woman in Seattle received one about
Old Gringo boots and immediately ordered
a pair. “I can have a big sales day even if
nobody’s walking in the door,” Hartung said.
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After closing Elizabeth Street, Hartung
moved back to the space next door, the
first Zelda’s location. But she didn’t want
it to look the same. “I grew up,” she said. “I
was 32 [when I opened Zelda’s], now I’m
47. I wanted more sophistication.”
That translates to soothing colors and
lively textures, courtesy of Maison, a
Portland-based design firm. The walls are
a combination of taupe and grass-cloth
paper. Comfortable sea-grass carpet covers the floor. The drapery of the dressing
room is a rich mix of green, peacock blue
and cranberry. “We sell expensive things,

so we need to warrant that,” she said.
But Hartung did not have an expensive
budget for the space. When Maison’s
designers presented her with a $2,500
mirror, she vetoed it and went with one
at $430.
<79?D=9>7BB;D=;I
Hartung has already withstood her biggest challenge: making the decision to
radically alter her business by shutting

down her companion clothing shop. “The
weight of the world is off my shoulders,”
she said. “I can focus more.”
To conserve funds, Hartung takes goods
on consignment, such as a Bourne stiletto
with embroidered flowers. “I never would
have bought that for the store,” Hartung
admitted. On consignment, though, she’s
trying it.
She is sprinkling her stock with more
apparel and accessories items in the
$200-to-$300 range, including a Butter
jersey dress for $268 and a Nino Bossi
leather handbag for $245. She also was
happy when Kork-Ease lowered its list
price from $135 to $195. “At $135, there’s
no price resistance,” she said.
<;;:879A
Karen Baker, West Coast representative
for Coach, has known Hartung since
she started Zelda’s. “Libby would put
together the oddest assortment,” Baker
recalled. “She’d have Maud Frizon haircalf
giraffe shoes next to a flip-flop.” But that
unpredictability may help Hartung during
the recession, she added. “Customers will
spend a little more if they see something
they don’t see everywhere.”
Angelo Anastasio, owner of Angeleigh
Anastasio, agreed that Hartung’s unique
buying is a big plus. “I love that in a town
like Portland, where you expect people
to be in hiking or running shoes, women
appreciate a 100-millimeter stiletto,” he
said. “That’s what Libby brings.”
J>;FEHJB7D:I9;D;
.EIGHBORHOOD VIBE Lucky magazine just dubbed Zelda’s street, Northwest 23rd Avenue, “Portland’s most
shoppable street.” The area is home
to jewelry and clothing stores, restaurants and big-name chains such
as MAC and Restoration Hardware.
#USTOMER BASE Local women in
their 30s and up, plus tourists.
#OMPETITION Zelda’s customers are
Internet savvy, so online sites are the
store’s biggest competition, according to Hartung.
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Don’t call

Aquatalia by Marvin K. a
comfort brand.
Though the nearly 20-year-old Montrealbased company got its start with boots
designed to withstand frigid temperatures
and heavy rains, founder Marvin Krasnow
has spent the past decade moving the
line in a more fashionable direction.
“When you start a business, you look
for a niche in the marketplace,” he said,
noting the company found early success
with weatherproof leather footwear that
could be worn year-round. “The emphasis
was on comfort and function. That’s how
we got into the market.”
But now, Krasnow, along with daughter
and COO Rena Krasnow, has positioned
Aquatalia as an Italian-made bridge
collection that just
At right: A furhappens to be ready
trimmed style
from the fall ’09
to weather winter
line. Below:
storms and summer
A spring ’10
showers. Heels, boo- gladiator sandal.
ties and kneehigh stretch
boots have
become core
offerings, while
sandals and
wedges are
continually
added to the mix each spring.
For fall ’09, Krasnow introduced tall boots
with fox and mink collars, priced from
$675 to $800.
“We started to become recognized as a
fashionable brand about five years ago,”
he said. “The mandate was that whatever
we produced needed to be comfortable,
but it became fashion first, with the function built in.” The focus on fashion has
been well received, he said, and has led to
new retailers as well as bigger buys from
existing accounts.
The goal, said Rena Krasnow, who joined
the company in 1998, was to create shoes
women can wear throughout the day and
in a variety of environments. “It started
with trying to develop a casual look, and
then it became a discussion about ward-
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robing her from A to Z,” she said. “The key
is reaching a broad lifestyle.”
Aquatalia, which has offices in New York
and Milan, is sold in 425 stores across
North America, including Neiman Marcus,
Holt Renfrew and Nordstrom. But it has
been steadily picking up more international accounts in Hong Kong, China, the U.K.
and Australia, where 45 doors were added
for fall ’09. Saks Fifth Avenue will roll out
the line to five more of its stores for fall,
and Bergdorf Goodman has commissioned the brand to create two exclusive
styles of fur boots at
$695 for its secondfloor shoe salon.
Still, Marvin Krasnow said, it has been
an uphill battle convincing early consumers who
associate Aquatalia with
its comfort roots to start
looking at it as a fashion
brand. “The people who
have discovered us
recently don’t have any
preconditioned ideas of us
in their minds,” he said. “It’s
the customer who has known us the
longest who is harder to convince.”
Barbara Hausman, who co-owns
Footnotes in three New Jersey locations, has been carrying Aquatalia for
more than a decade. Though she said she
has always been drawn to the brand’s
blend of function and fashion, Hausman
has seen it thrive in recent collections.
“It gets better and better each year,” she
said. “It fills a void. The customer buys
them because they are fashionable. It’s
100 percent waterproof, but you would
never know wearing it.”
Aquatalia was one of Footnotes’ top
performers last season, despite the dismal economy. “It was unbelievable,” said
Hausman. “They weren’t even affected by
the economy [in our stores]. If a woman
was used to buying three or four boots
[a season] and this year just bought one,
she bought Aquatalia.”
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EXHIBITORS AT THE MILLENNIUM BROADWAY HOTEL AND FFANY MEMBER SHOWROOMS:
MILLENNIUM BROADWAY HOTEL | 2POD  ACL  ALL BLACK  ANEMONE  ANOUK BOOTS  AP BAGS USA  AQUATALIA BY MARVIN K.  ARCOPEDICO  ART  ATTILIO GIUSTI LEOMBRUNI 
ATTITUDES / PAUL MAYER  B2 BY BERNARDO  BC FOOTWEAR  BE COMFORTABLE BY BLONDO  BEARPAW  BERNARDO  BETTY PAGE  BEVERLY FELDMAN  BEYOND SKIN  BIVIEL  BLONDO
 BLOWFISH  BORN CROWN  BOURNE  BRONX  BRONX/DIBA  BRUNO VALENTI  BUTTER  CALIENTE  CALLAGHAN  CASITAS  CAVORT  CHARLES BY CHARLES DAVID  CHARLES DAVID
 CHARLES DAVID OF CALIFORNIA  CHELSEA CREW  CHOCOLAT BLU  CHOOKA  CIAO BELLA  CINDY SAYS  CLIPPERS FOR KIDS  COCCINELLE  COCONUTS  CORDANI   CORSO COMO
 COYE NOKES  CUCINOTTA  DANA DAVIS  DANSSARA  DEMFON  DESIGNS BY NANCY KATZ  DEZARIO  DIBA  DRAVEN  DUANE PETERS  EDDIE MORAN  ELAINE TURNER  ENCANTO
 ENIGMA  ESPANOLA TOO  EVERYBODY  EVISU  FIFI & ELVIS  FLEXX  FLOATIES  FRENCH SOLE  FS/NY  GENTLE SOULS BY KENNETH COLE  GOLDEN PARTY  GROOVE  GUPPY LOVE
 GWYNETH  H.H. BROWN  HISPANITAS  HORIZON  HYPE  ITALINA  J. RENEE  JANNY BETTI  JEFFREY CAMPBELL  JESSICA BENNETT  JON JOSEF  KAZA  KLUB NICO  KLUB NICO
HANDBAGS  KORK-EASE  LEEZEE  LEFT & RIGHT DESIGN  LILITA  LOST ANGELS  LUICHINY  LYONA ROMA  MARC  MARC JOSEPH NEW YORK  MATIKO  MATISSE  MENBUR  MISFIT 
MISSONI  MOLLI ENTERPRISES  MORE  N.Y.L.A.  NANCY KATZ  NAOT  NAOT DEAD SEA TREASURES  NAVID O NADIA  NEOSENS  NY2  NYLA  NYLA KID  NYLA MEN  OLEM  OTBT 
PAJAR CANADA  PANTHA IMPORTS  PAS DE ROUGE  PAUL GREEN  PAUL MAYER / ATTITUDES   PIERRE DUMAS  PIKOLINOS  PILAR ABRIL  PURA LOPEZ  RAFÉ  RAMARIM  RAMON TENZA
 REED EVINS  REMAC  RE-MIX  RE-MIX VINTAGE  REPLAY  RESTRICTED  ROCK & REPUBLIC  ROMA, JANE  SACHA LONDON  SACHELLE  SAY WHAT?  SCARPE DIEM  SEYCHELLES 
SHOE ACCENTS BY NANCY  SIDEOUT  SIMCO  SKEMO SHOES & BAGS  SOMETHING BLEU  STAHEEKUM  STELLA BLU  SUGAR  SUGAR SHOES/ BACK BEAT  SUMMER RIO  TEAM ROSELLI 
THE FLEXX  THE MIX  THIERRY RABOTIN  TIBI  UNITED  VALENTI FRANCO  VERY VOLATILE  VOLATILE  VYBE  WASHINGTON SHOE  WESTERN CHIEF  WESTERN CHIEF KIDS  YALEET
 ZALO  ZIGGIES  ZIGI GIRL  ZIGI MENS  ZIGI NEW YORK  ZIGI NY  ZIGI NYC | PARTICPATING NEW YORK SHOWROOMS | 2 LIPS TOO  9 & COMPANY  ADESSO MADDEN  AK ANNE KLEIN
 ANDRÉ ASSOUS  APEPAZZA  ARCHE WHOLESALE  ARTURO CHIANG  ASH  AWOL  BANANA BLUES  BANDOLINO  BAREFOOT ORIGINALS  BCBGENERATION  BCBGMAXAZRIA  BETTYE
MULLER  BOUTIQUE 9  BROWN SHOE  CALVIN KLEIN  CAMUTO GROUP  CAPARROS  CHAINSON  CHILIS  CHINESE LAUNDRY  CHINESE LAUNDRY WASH  CIRCA JOAN & DAVID  CL BY
LAUNDRY  COACH  COLE HAAN  DANIBLACK  DELMAN  DIANE VON FURSTENBERG  DIRTY LAUNDRY  DKNY  DOCKERS  DOCKERS BOYS  DONALD J PLINER  EASY SPIRIT  ELIZABETH
AND JAMES  ENZO ANGIOLINI  ERIC JAVITS  FRYE  GLORY CHEN  GUILLAUME HINFRAY  HIGHLINE UNITED  IMPO  INTERNATIONAL  JACK ROGERS  JESSICA SIMPSON  JIMLAR  JOAN
& DAVID  JOY CHEN  JUICY COUTURE  JUMP  K-9  KATE SPADE  KENNETH COLE NEW YORK  KENNETH COLE PRODUCTIONS  KENNETH COLE REACTION  KENSIE GIRL  KOOBA  KORS
MICHAEL KORS  LA CANADIENNE  LIBBY EDELMAN  LITTLE LAUNDRY  LIZ CLAIBORNE  LOEFFLER RANDALL  LUCKY BRAND  LUXURY REBEL  MADDEN GIRL  MADELINE  MARK TUCKER
 ME TOO  MICHAEL ANTONIO  MICHAEL MICHAEL KORS  MISS SIXTY  MODA SPANA  MODERN VINTAGE  MOOTSIES TOOTSIES  MORESCHI  MOUNTREK  NANETTE LEPORE  NICOLE
 NINA  NINA KIDS  NINE WEST  NINE WEST VINTAGE  PARK LANE  PELLE MODA  PENNY LOVES KENNY  POETIC LICENCE  R.J. COLT  RAGAZZA  RALPH LAUREN  REBECCA TAYLOR 
REPORT  RIALTO  ROCAWEAR  ROCKET DOG  ROCKPORT ESTABLISHED 1971  SAM & LIBBY  SAM EDELMAN  SCHWARTZ & BENJAMIN  SESTO GOLF BY SHERRY  SESTO MEUCCI  SEVEN
FOR ALL MANKIND  SIMPLE SHOES  SKECHERS USA  STEVE MADDEN  STEVE MADDEN KIDS  STEVE MADDEN MENS  STEVEN BY STEVE MADDEN  STEVIES  STUART WEITZMAN  STUART
WEITZMAN KIDS  TARYN BY TARYN ROSE  TARYN ROSE INTERNATIONAL  THE RJM GROUP  THE ROCKPORT COMPANY  TRACY REESE  TSUBO  TWO LIPS  UGG AUSTRALIA  UNITED NUDE
 UNLISTED, A KENNETH COLE PRODUCTION  VANELI  VANELI SPORT  VINCE CAMUTO  WANTED  WHITE MOUNTAIN  WOLFF   XOXO  AS OF 7/1/09.

FASHION FOOTWEAR ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK

212-751-6422 (Exhibitors x15 or x16, Info x10) info@ffany.org www.ffany.org
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FN Photos by THOMAS IANNACCONE (SwitchFlops, Hype).

In a Snap

SwitchFlops creator Lindsay
Phillips is changing things up
again for fall ’09. Translating
her warm-weather concept
of interchangeable flip-flops
into a new season, Phillips
has unveiled a ballet flat that can
be outfitted with 12 different snap-on
ornaments. The flat, which comes in black,
silver and bronze, will retail for $64, while the metal,
crystal and pompon ornaments are priced at $12 each at
independent boutiques and at Switchflops.com.

Cindy Kicks

Cindy Says is going sporty. Designer Cindy Traub, whose
collection typically includes playful flats, sky-high heels
and funky boots, is branching into
sneakers with eight styles for spring
’10. The line of European-inspired
and urban-influenced footwear
includes metallic
laceups (at left)
and studded
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high-tops. The shoes will retail from $59 and $79 at
Nordstrom, Endless.com and various boutiques.

New York Ink

Frye has signed a deal with Brooklyn, N.Y., tattoo artist Scott Campbell, whose clients have included Marc
Jacobs and the late Heath Ledger, to create a line of
laser-etched boots
for spring ’10.
Embossed with
designs based on
Campbell’s art,
the leather boots
feature intricately
drawn skulls, crosses and other motifs. The line, which
includes five styles for women and three for men, is
slated to retail for $288 to $398 at Thefryecompany.
com and select retailers.

Hyped Up

Los Angeles-based clothing brand Hype is stepping back
into shoes after a two-year hiatus. The company has
teamed up with Miami-based licensee United Footwear
Corp. for two collections: Hype and the higher-end Hype



Couture. Hype (at left) will roll out
a capsule collection this fall
of flats, heels and boots; a
larger, nearly 70-style offering
will launch at WSA for spring
’10. The predominantly China-made collection is priced
between $79 and $149. Hype Couture, made in Brazil,
will debut for spring ’10 and is expected to retail from
$150 to $249. Both collections are being targeted to
independent boutiques nationwide.

Out of the Bag

Luxury handbag maker Kooba is trying its hand at
footwear. The company has partnered with The Peter
Marcus Group — which also works with contemporary shoe lines including Jack Rogers and
Nanette Lepore — to bow women’s shoes for
spring ’10. Styles will include gladiator sandals, flats, wedges and heels (at right),
retailing from $225 to $450. Distribution will target retailers that currently
carry Kooba’s handbags, such as highend department stores and specialty
boutiques.
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Photographed by ROBERT MITRA.
Creative Director: Regina Smith Popp
Stylist: Brittany Sullivan
Fashion Assistant: Marissa Stuart
Model: Samantha/Parts

Whimsical rosettes and flirty
silhouettes add a bit of fancy to
designers’ pre-spring collections.
Vintage silk and satin finishes, floral
embellishments and ladylike details
offer a variety of options for all the
pretty, young things.

From top: BETSEY
JOHNSON’s printed T-strap
sandal with patent floral
embellishment; MARCIANO’s
evening sandal with rosette;
L.A.M.B.’s suede cut-out
platform bootie. From top:
Ring and bracelets by Mars
& Valentine; headband worn
on wrist by Suzanne Couture
Millinery, ring by Dannijo;
rings by Mars & Valentine.
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VINCE CAMUTO’s
stamped leather sandals
with ruffled T-straps.
Dress by Tracy Reese,
hat by Suzanne Couture
Millinery, jewelry by
Mars & Valentine.

From top: CHARLES
JOURDAN’s stiletto sandal
with patent flower; VIA
SPIGA’s satin pompon
sandal. Bracelet by
Miriam Haskell, ring by
Mars & Valentine.
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From top: MARTINEZ
VALERO’s pleated
satin evening sandal
with feathers; STEVE
MADDEN’s suede covered
platform pump with floral
T-strap. From top: Cuff
and ring by Dannijo; ring
by Mars & Valentine,
clutch by Felix Rey; cuffs
by Dannijo.

From top: JESSICA SIMPSON’s
studded wedge; KATE SPADE’s
satin evening sandal; RALPH
LAUREN’s patent wedge sandals
with floral brooch (on model).
Dress by Tibi, bracelets and
rings by Mars & Valentine, purple
necklace worn as bracelet
by Dannijo.
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Penny Wise
The Robinsons are balancing a new brand and big plans for their namesake collection. << By Lindsay E. Sammon
1. Kenny, you were a retailer for 26 years
before becoming a wholesaler. What advice do you have for retailers today?
KR: When times are tough, retailers go back to a
safety net, and I don’t blame them. Why risk everything? But it’s really the time to take 10 percent or
15 percent of your buy and put it into new categories.
When business stinks, going back to the same people
you always bought from makes no sense.

FN Photo by KYLE ERICKSEN.

2. How has the retail landscape changed
since the onset of the recession?
KR: As retailers have shrunk their inventory and
started buying closer to season, wholesalers have
responded in the same way. I’m not going to go out and
buy 100,000 pairs of shoes when I’ve only pre-booked
15,000 pairs. Retailers are buying less inventory much
closer to season, which means inventory is turning a
lot faster.

Penny and Kenny Robinson are on a roll.
Despite the economy, the husband-and-wife duo
behind the Penny Loves Kenny brand turned in a 20
percent increase in business over last year, thanks,
in large part, to strong bookings on their expanded
dress shoe offering for fall.
“We always loved sexy dress shoes, but for some
reason, whether it was the materials or the factories
we were using, we weren’t getting our vision out
there,” said Penny Robinson of previously unsuccessful attempts to break into the category. “People would
buy flats from us and go elsewhere for dress shoes. But
we knew we could do both, so we invested time and
money into it. The response has been fabulous.”
Retailers including LF in Los Angeles and Nordstrom, which in the past only bought the brand’s flats
and casual shoes, have inked orders for the dressier
line, which includes heels and booties at $60 to $120.
The Robinsons also are bullish on their new partnership with the U.K. brand Park Lane, which they recently
acquired the rights to distribute in the U.S. “We were
just knocked out by the merchandise,” said Kenny Robinson, noting that the line will be carried by Victoria’s
Secret, as well as by select independents.
Looking ahead, the couple has their sights set on
breaking into new doors, including Macy’s, as they
continue to evolve their namesake brand and enter
new footwear categories. “All successful artists have
to reinvent themselves,” said Penny Robinson. “That’s
how we move forward.”

3. What have you done that’s helped your
company survive these tough times?
PR: We’ve had to be price-conscious, and we’ve run
different promotions to give retailers certain incentives
to place their orders now. That way, we can place our
orders [with the factories].
KR: For fall, we kept our best items that are proven
to be strong sellers and gave retailers 90 days dating
and a price promotion, and they loved it. It’s been very
successful.
4. How has the juniors’ customer’s exposure to fashion and trends changed over
the years?
KR: My generation of fashion came out of the ArmyNavy stores, with pea coats, jeans and sweaters. Today,
the kids are looking at Dior and Gucci. Fashion came
from the bottom up in the 1960s and 1970s, and today
it goes from the top, down. Also, if a celebrity wears an
item, it has a tremendous effect on the younger generation today. As the consumer gets older, however, [the
celebrity influence] becomes less and less important.
5. What is the most challenging thing
about working as a husband-wife team?
KR: The most difficult thing is deadlines. Besides the
business, we have [three] kids and a life. When we have
deadlines and have to push and push, it can be hard to
balance.
PR: Kenny and I really get each other, though, and we
tend to like the same things in terms of design.
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6. Where do you find design inspiration?
PR: I always want to make a collection that is cohesive, so I look at the many aspects of a woman’s life
— from running errands to working to exercising. I love
to sit outside and see what girls are wearing. I go to a
lot of art exhibitions, too. You never know what you’re
going to find.
KR: It also comes from talking to our customers, traveling and shopping all over the place. And we constantly
ask our daughters [ages 18, 20 and 23] and their
friends for input on designs.
7. What other designers do you admire?
KR: We love Stella McCartney. She’s really outside the
box. And we really admire Stuart Weitzman. He knows
what his market is and stays focused on it — he owns
his customer.
PR: Beverly Feldman is like that, too. She’s survived for
so long.
8. What trade shows are important for you?
PR: We’ll continue to do Micam and FFANY, for sure.
KR: This year, we’re also going to Magic because there
is a large group of clothing boutiques that carry shoes
that attend, and it’s a very interesting group of buyers.
When they’re looking at the shoe selection, they have
in mind the names of specific customers — that’s how
closely they work with their clients.
9. Have you considered opening your own
retail stores?
KR: If I could do it tomorrow, I’d do it.
PR: When we started Penny Loves Kenny, Kenny
wanted to open stores at the same time, and I said no
— it would be too much. But we already have the store
design prepared for when we’re ready. It would be a great
testing ground to show customers a complete collection.
KR: The first place we’d open is in Soho in New York.
10. What are your goals?
PR: For so long, we’ve been a fill-in line, and customers
only see what the buyer buys. So a main focus for us is
to be a collection that retailers buy a lot more styles of.
KR: We hope to launch an e-commerce site soon. It
takes time, though, and you have to make sure you
have the warehouse and the space.
PR: We also need to work on Facebook and [online]
marketing to get our name out there to people who
don’t know us. We’d never consider doing print advertising now. The Internet is where we need to be — our
customer lives there.
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Top Shoppers
The recession hasn’t stopped young, deal-hungry consumers from flocking to Topshop
and neighboring Soho stores. << By Lindsay E. Sammon

1

The frenzy may

2

3

4

have waned somewhat
since popular British retailer Topshop opened its first
U.S. store in New York in April. But swarms of shoppers continue to descend on the Soho-area shop to
check out the exclusive shoe and apparel merchandise. Footwear News recently wrangled a few of them
to talk shoes and the Soho shopping scene.

Favorite brands: “Converse, Minnetonka, Frye boots
and shoes I can find in thrift shops.”
Did you come to Soho just to visit Topshop? “Yes.”
Other stores you plan to shop in the area: American
Apparel, H&M
Has the recession curtailed your shoe shopping?
“Not really. I’m finding a lot of good sales.”

1. Lau, 21

3. Kyle, 20

Residence: Uruguay, attending college in New York
Wearing: Converse
Favorite brands: “For sneakers, I like Converse and
Puma. For dress shoes, I like Jimmy Choo, but I can’t
afford them.”
Did you come to Soho just to visit Topshop? “I did
come down here just for Topshop. I haven’t been
inside before today and wanted to check it out.”
Other stores you plan to shop in the area: Uniqlo,
H&M, American Apparel
Has the recession curtailed your shoe shopping?
“No. Uruguay hasn’t been hit by the recession, so my
family is doing OK. The recession is almost better [for
me] because everything is on sale [here].”

Residence: Ashburn, Va.
Wearing: Nike
Favorite brands: “I like sneakers. I usually wear
Adidas and Nike.”
Did you come to Soho just to visit Topshop? “Yes, I
just wanted to look around.”
Other stores you plan to shop in the area: Adidas,
H&M
Has the recession curtailed your shoe shopping?
“Not really.”

5

6

Did you come to Soho just to visit Topshop? “Yes.”
Other stores you plan to shop in the area: “None
here in Soho, but I went to H&M on Fifth Avenue
earlier.”
Has the recession curtailed your shoe shopping?
“No.”

FN Photos by TALAYA CENTENO.

5. Nathan, 20

2. Laura, 20
Residence: New York
Wearing: A thrift shop purchase

4. Jenna, 25
Residence: Los Angeles
Wearing: Mossimo from Target
Favorite brands: “I wear a size 4, so it’s really hard for
me to buy shoes. The Boutique Nordstrom brand has
great shoes for my size, and every now and then, I
can find a pair of Michael Kors that fit.”
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Residence: Chicago
Wearing: Vans
Favorite brands: Vans, Converse, Nike
Did you come to Soho just to visit Topshop? “Yes.”
Other stores you plan to shop in the area: H&M
Has the recession curtailed your shoe shopping?
“Yes, a little bit.”

6. Heather, 24
Residence: Los Angeles
Wearing: Jessica Simpson
Favorite brands: Christian Louboutin, Michael Kors
and Jessica Simpson. “Jessica Simpson has very cute
work-friendly shoes, and they’re also affordable.”
Did you come to Soho just to visit Topshop? “Yes.”
Other stores you plan to shop in the area: None
Has the recession curtailed your shoe shopping?
“No, not even a little bit. I’m not going to lie — I buy so
many pairs of shoes.”
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Splash Down
Newcomer Dav is making waves with its fresh approach to wet-weather footwear. << By Barbara Schneider-Levy

Rainboots are getting top billing in
today’s performance-comfort category. While plenty
of options are available — from inexpensive generic
versions to pricey designer looks — Dav has added its
whimsical take on the category.
The brand was launched last September by husband and wife Dave and Kerri Sengstaken, owners of
Oxnard, Calif.-based StyleWest, a marketing, sales
and distribution firm. Dave Sengstaken, president,
said the two had always wanted a brand of their own,
and rainboots seemed like the perfect opportunity.
“We saw a hole in the market for high-fashion, wetweather looks,” he said. “We traveled to New York a lot
and would see people wearing loose-fitting, lug-sole
rainboots.”
The couple’s goal was to create a collection that
focused on feminine, form-fitting heeled boots
and even pump and sneaker silhouettes.
Versatility was also important. According to
Sengstaken, Dav’s styles are meant to be
worn beyond rainy days. “Even when there
are just a few clouds in the sky, women wear
them,” he said.
While fashion-forward looks are the main
focus for Dav, the brand does not ignore
classic silhouettes, such as Western and
English riding styles. In fact, the line kicked
off with cowboy looks, inspired by the Sengstaken’s own ranch in Ojai, Calif.
In keeping with a comfort theme, all Dav’s
boots feature footbeds made of a breathable recycled material with Poron inserts
at the forepart and heel. “We’re constantly
updating the Poron inserts,” Sengstaken
said, noting that the component technology
is promoted on hang tags. “Once customers
wear the boots, they feel the difference.”
Also distinguishing the collection are novel
prints, created by StyleWest’s in-house team
of graphic designers. Among the offerings
are houndstooth check, paisley, argyle,
animal-print and roses.
To remain competitive, Dav retails for less
than $85. “We want to be attainable,” Sengstaken said, “so we’re staying away from
designer prices.” The line is stocked by more
than 600 accounts nationwide, ranging
from boutiques to shoe stores to equestrian
shops.
Dav’s retailers said the brand is a strong

addition to the rainboot scene. Donna West, buyer for
the two-store chain Londo Mondo in Chicago, said the
boots were a top seller this past winter. “We had lots of
wet, heavy snow in Chicago, and we were selling them
instead of snow boots,” she said, adding that the boots’
warm linings were well suited to the winter months.
At The Velvet Slipper in Lahaska, Pa., the brand’s
English riding styles in solid colors have been
popular among more mature consumers, according to sales associate Lee Deluca. “It’s the 40- to
60-year-old woman buying them,” Deluca said, noting
that Hunter, which the store also carries, appeals
to girls and young mothers. “[The Dav customer]
At right: Calico style from the Western
collection. Below: English safari-print
boots and umbrella.
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wants to be more fashion-forward and is not afraid to
step out because of the [affordable] price points.”
While Dav is gaining ground in the category, it still
has considerable competition. U.K. brand Hunter in
particular has a huge following, Sengstaken said. But,
he noted, “Hunter’s a different customer. Consumers enjoy their boots, but we believe ours are more
fashion-forward, and our comfort gives us an edge.”
When it comes to the wave of designer labels that
have come into the category, including Kate Spade
and Michael Kors, Kerri Sengstaken, marketing director, pointed out that rainboots are just an item for
them. “There’s not a lot of research or design behind
their boots,” she said. “Details like footbeds and
breathability are not factored in.”
To acquaint more consumers with the
brand, the Sengstakens are using grassroots
marketing. Recent initiatives included
participating in the 2009 Grammy Awards
gift lounge. “It rained all four days, which
turned out to be great for us,” recalled Dave
Sengstaken. “Other vendors asked for our
boots to wear.” In April, Dav appeared in the
backstage gift lounge at Bravo TV’s second
annual A-List Awards.
Looking ahead, the Sengstakens are
focused on growing the product range. They
have already added coordinating accessories, such as umbrellas,
bags and socks, which
account for 25 percent
of sales. For fall ’09, kids’
rainboots will be introduced,
priced at $27 to $45, along with pint-size
umbrellas. A men’s collection also is in the
works. In addition, Dav has licensed the
Barbie name for a limited-edition collection
of high-end looks for women and young girls.
Launching for spring ’10, the offering will
include boots, umbrellas and water-resistant
bags, and will be available at retailers such
as Fred Segal Santa Monica’s Barbie boutique.
Based on Dav’s success in the U.S., the
Sengstakens also are seeking to expand internationally. The brand broke into the Canadian
market earlier this year and is in the process
of lining up distributors in Europe and Asia.
“People like Dav’s uniqueness,” said Dave
Sengstaken. “In this retail climate, you need
something new and exciting.”
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Launching a new brand

in a challenging economy is risky business.
But for established comfort players with new collections, the odds are in their
favor. While retailers may be reluctant to take a chance on rookie brands without
a proven track record, they might be more inclined to add new lines from already
successful brands.
David Astobiza, owner of Santa Rosa, Calif.-based Sole Desire, is one retailer who
is always willing to consider new initiatives from his current roster of vendors.
Now more than ever, he said, “we need to be open-minded so as not to get into a
rut of black and brown [shoes].”
Mindy Henderson, manager and buyer of The Shoe Mill in Tempe, Ariz., also considers the challenging economy an opportunity to try something different — particularly from vendors with which she has strong relationships. “Lots of vendors
come up with new stuff, and I try it,” she said. “You have to to stay fresh.”
Jack Levine, co-owner of Rochester, N.H.-based Shoe Concepts, has his own

formula for keeping the store fresh, while not going too far out on a limb. “If we’re
adding something new, it’s something we heard good things about from other
retailers,” he said. “It may not be a brand new line, but it’s new for us.”
For example, this past spring, Shoe Concepts introduced the Picante collection
of tooled leather sandals from Spring Footwear, a vendor that is new to the store.
“People loved it,” Levine said, adding that he expects to continue with it for spring ’10.
For fall ’09, he is adding Fly London, another brand that is established but new to
his mix.
To give their retail accounts the newness they are seeking, vendors are stepping
up with expanded offerings — everything from new styles to new categories. Highend fashion-comfort brand Pas de Rouge will debut its first sandal collection next
spring. “Retailers asked for them,” said John Roselli, president of Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.-based Team Roselli, the brand’s distributor. “We’re trying to have a point
of difference — uniqueness is important. We try to tell that to our customers.”

ULTIMATE FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS LLC
ULTIMATE FACTORING SERVICES (UFS)

You Ship the Shoes.
We Protect the Receivable, Nice and Easy
When business is rolling, turning your
customers into instant payers by factoring
your receivables can be your smartest
growth strategy.
Introducing Ultimate Financial Solutions (UFS).
In this age of globalization when business
activity is increasing Internet-based, we’re
the Factors with the kind of up-to-date,
sophisticated business platform you need.
We have formed a strategic alliance with a
group of companies that stretches from the
Pacific Rim to the retailers and manufacturers
of both the east and west coasts. We’ll do
what it takes to build a relationship with your
company that’s comfortable, productive, and
long-term. Our goal is to become a valued part
of every client’s business.

450 SEVENTH AVE., SUITE 1408
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UFS brings you all the power and connectivity
of a full-service global alliance: international
trade expertise; solid relationships and deep
resources all over the planet; and the kind of
advanced web capabilities that makes it all
work faster and more efficiently.
For the working capital you need, the way you
need it – call or email me directly to explore
the possibilities.
Contact Steve Turkish at the show:
cell 516-458-4601.
Steve Turkish
tel: 212-730-5408
Steve@direct-ufs.net,
fax: 212-730-5792
In California call:
866-347-7400

NEW YORK, NY 10123
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From top: A woven
slide from Ariat’s
Southcoast line; a
metallic look from
Pas de Rouge’s new
sandal offering.

Roselli
oselli said he believes it is essential
that
a testablished
established brands step out of the
box with fresh product in this economic climate. “You’ve got to offer consumers something different,” he said.
Clarks, based in Newton Upper Falls,
Mass., had been working on its new
Elements women’s collection for some
time, with no firm launch date set. But
recently, it spotted an opportunity
in the current economy and prepped
the collection for a spring ’10 introduction. “[President] Bob Infantino
decided two weeks ago that the line
was ready to bring to The WSA Show,”
said Margaret Newville, VP of marketing. “We wanted to get it out there. We
think the retailer is still looking for
new things.”
The $85-to-$90 collection focuses on
flexible, lightweight clog and sandal
styles in leathers with a natural feel.
“Consumers are looking for versatility,” she said. “We’re not afraid to bring
the shoes to WSA and have retailers
get them in for fourth quarter.”
Newville admitted that Elements
comes with a definite advantage: the
Clarks heritage. “Retailers will be looking at brands they trust,” she said.
“Clarks is one of those.”
Fifty-year-old Hush Puppies also
is betting retailers and consumers
will go with brands with a history.
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“When things are tough, retailers and
consumers look to brands they know,”
know ”
said Dani Zizak, VP and director of
global marketing for the Rockford,
Mich.-based company. “Our challenge
is to add freshness and unique twists
to complement our core values.”
For spring, Hush Puppies has updated its Body Shoe line — first launched
in the 1980s and since distributed
on a limited basis — with the latest
technologies and components. “We’ve
made it relevant,” Zizak said.
When it comes to branching out with
new concepts during a difficult time,
Ariat International, known for its cloginspired styles, has experience under
its belt. After seeing success with the
spring ’09 launch of its Southcoast
collection of sandals on lightweight,
low-profile outsoles, the Union City,
Calif.-based company is broadening
the offering for spring ’10.
According to Bruce Kaplan, GM and
national sales manager, the spring
’09 collection quickly sold out. “The
inventory evaporated during a tough
season,” he said. Banking on a repeat
performance, Ariat will add three
edgier styles for the coming season.
“If the product mix is compelling and
the items are right,” Kaplan said,
“retailers are going to buy as aggressively as always.”
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New Wave

Clarks, based in Newton Upper Falls, Mass., is
introducing a collection of casual walking shoes
called Wave for spring ’10. Designed to reduce
fatigue, the shoes feature a lightweight, curved

sole made of molded EVA with rubber at the strike points, allowing the foot to smoothly roll
each time it touches the ground. According to Clarks, the rolling motion reduces the impact
of each step while using the wearers’ natural momentum to help propel them forward. The
line, which retails from $100 for women’s to $120 for men’s, will launch in Clarks stores in
September and then roll out to better independents and chains in October.

Flexx Time

PRECISION
QUALITY
INNOVATION
Jones & Vining, Inc.
1115 West Chestnut St.
Brockton, MA 02301
www.jonesandvining.com
508.232.7470
Celebrating over 80 years
of Quality Service to the
Footwear Industry

Designer Emilio Kaiser, who has worked
for such brands as Kenneth Cole and
Aerosoles, has brought his comfort
expertise to the market once again
with the Flexx line. Kaiser introduced
the collection in Europe in 2005 and
is now bringing it to the U.S. for spring
’10 with the help of industry veterans
Michael Long and Patrick Taylor. The
series of women’s shoes features
cushioned footbeds, soft leather uppers
and flexible, lightweight unit bottoms.
Styles range from casual to tailored and
are priced between $69 and $99. The
collection is slated to arrive in stores in
September and is targeted to independents and department stores.

So Be It

ANTI BACTERIAL
/ FUNGAL / ODOR

MOISTURE
WICKING

RECYCLED

BREATHABLE

FN Photos by JOHN AQUINO.

• Performance based open cell foam from the makers of Poliyou®
• High resilient foam for a bouncy comfort feel
• Strong tensile strength when compared to other similar foams
• Superior compression set for long lasting cushioning and durability
• Breathable and moisture wicking foam with recycled rubber additive
• Fights odor and bacteria with Aegis® anti-microbial
• Available for die-cut or molded applications; on it’s own or in combination
with any of our other foams
• Available in custom colors

Blondo, based in Quebec City, is
bringing its Be Comfortable collection,
currently available exclusively in Europe, to the North American market for
spring. The men’s and women’s line is
built around a patented technology that
combines expandable and breathable
features. The shoes feature waterproof
suede outsoles with direct-inject TPU
pods that allow the outsole to gently
expand with the foot. And removable,
perforated latex footbeds lined with
a layer of perforated leather improve
breathability. Be Comfortable, which will
retail from $115 for women’s to $125
for men’s, will deliver in February.

Polisport is a registered trademark of Kun Chyang Enterprises Company, Ltd. Licensed for use by Kun Huang Enterprise Company
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RACHEL

JOSMO

KENNETH COLE REACTION

Gem
Mini

MOOTSIES TOOTSIES

STRIDE RITE

Kids’ brands have added
a little sparkle to girls’
sandals for spring.
Clusters of oversized
gems and crystals shine
on styles such as slides
and T-straps.

STEVIES
NINA

DYNASTY

Photographed by JOHN AQUINO and ROBERT MITRA.
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The Last Word

With ad budgets shrinking, children’s brands are turning to mom bloggers to promote their products. << By Erin E. Clack

FN Photo by KYLE ERICKSEN (Gumbinners).

For kids’ footwear brands
striving to build buzz, the old adage
“mother knows best” is proving true.
As consumers increasingly use online
social media for information and advice,
brands are discovering a new marketing
outlet in the increasingly powerful world
of mom-run blogs.
According to a 2009 study by BlogHer,
iVillage and Compass Partners, 11.5
million moms are in the blogosphere on
at least a weekly basis. A large number of
mom bloggers are dedicated to reviewing
children’s products — including shoes.
“These blogs have been around for
about five years, but in very small
numbers. In the last couple of years,
however, there has been a huge
increase in the number of them,” said
Stephanie Azzarone, president of
Child’s Play Communications, a firm
that markets products and services for
moms and manages programs catering
to mom bloggers.
No wonder, then, many companies
are vying to work with these Internet
influencers, whose credibility is their
appeal. “Working with bloggers empowers brands to speak through the voice of
these moms, whom other moms trust,”
said Azzarone.
When kids’ footwear startup Polliwalks
readied its line of animal-inspired
molded shoes for market in late 2007,
the brand’s co-founder, Cheryl Andonian,
turned to the blogosphere to get the
word out. She approached a number of
prominent mom bloggers to acquaint
them with the brand, sending them
press kits and product samples. “It was
really out of necessity because we had
a very limited ad budget, but it turned
out to be the best thing we could have
done,” she said.
Now, after each positive review posted
online about Polliwalks, the brand experiences a spike in its own Web traffic.
Not only is the impact immediate, it is
residual as well, Andonian said. “Even
when reviews aren’t current, we still see
activity from them a year later.”

Liz Gumbinner, mother to Sage (far left) and Thalia, started the Cool Mom Picks blog to tell other mothers about interesting kids’ products.

Still more powerful is the halo effect
from the original review. Quite often,
readers will link back to a review through
other social networking sites, such as
Facebook and Twitter. That generates still
more links and connections, so “it really
spreads,” said Andonian.
The only cost to Polliwalks has been
providing a sample pair of shoes for a
blogger’s child to test. Andonian also likes
to offer a second pair so the blogger can
host a giveaway contest online — something she said “gets you the most bang.”
While marketing through mom blogs
has mostly been utilized by smaller
brands and startups, bigger, more established names are also getting in on the
action — especially as the economy has
caused ad budgets to dry up.
Industry giant Stride Rite has ramped
up its pitches to mom blogs in recent
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months, according to Rachel Panetta,
director of marketing for the Lexington,
Mass.-based brand.
“We consider reaching mom bloggers
and their readers to be an extremely important marketing initiative,” Panetta said.
“It’s real-time communication that has the
potential to instantly reach thousands of
moms at little or no cost. [These blogs]
bring our brand credibility from a direct,
reliable source: other moms.”
Another advantage, she added, is the
invaluable consumer feedback that blog
reviews provide. “Reviews generate a
considerable amount of feedback on our
products for us to assess. This presents a tremendous opportunity, as the
feedback is very honest and lacks our
external influence.”
Among the more noted bloggers is Liz
Gumbinner, a New York-based mother of

two who founded the Cool Mom Picks
blog in 2006 with friend Kristen Chase.
Gumbinner said she started it because
she had a knack for uncovering unique
kids’ products and wanted to tell other
moms about them. “We make it very
clear we’re not personal shoppers, that
we don’t have publishing backgrounds.
We’re simply regular moms with good
taste and we just recommend what we
think is cool,” she said.
The site, which has reviewed such
footwear brands as Pediped, Vincent,
Eleven, Livie & Luca and Stride Rite,
now attracts more than 90,000 unique
visitors each month. And companies are
lining up to get their products reviewed:
Gumbinner and Chase receive more than
100 pitches a day from independent
designers, large corporations and public
relations firms.
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Cool Mom Picks operates much like a
magazine in that the editorial and advertising are kept separate, and Gumbinner
and Chase, like most mom bloggers, do
not accept payment for their reviews.
However, what distinguishes the
reviews by blogs such as Cool Mom
Picks from magazine editorials is their
personal voice. “We write our reviews in
a first-person way, weaving in stories
about our own lives,” Gumbinner said.
“We want to be the mom next door, the
mom at the playground who’s telling you
where she got her cool diaper bag.”
In fact, she noted, many readers write
in to say they saw an interesting product
in a magazine, but wouldn’t buy it until it
was reviewed on Cool Mom Picks. “Moms
really trust other moms,” Gumbinner said.
Like Gumbinner and Chase, Bostonbased blogger Jodi Grundig, who
launched Mom’s Favorite Stuff in 2007,
has been inundated with requests from

MAY
FN 29, 2006

ers. “Also, with an ad, it’s just
an ad. You’re limited in terms of
what information you can put in
it. With blogging, you’re getting
the words, opinion and integrity
of the blogger.”
Although more footwear firms
are turning to moms to tout
their shoes, the blogosphere
could soon face a big shakeup.
Parenting blogs have come
A review of the Eleven collection on Cool Mom Picks.
under scrutiny by the Federal
marketers wanting her to plug their prodTrade Commission, which is weighing
ucts. “I’m definitely seeing a lot more
whether to impose new regulations on
companies reaching out than in the
them (a decision is expected later this
past,” she said. What makes marketing
summer). The issue is whether bloggers’
through blogs so effective, she pointed
informal product endorsements should
out, is that once a review is posted,
be considered paid advertisements if the
it becomes a fixture on the Web. “It’s
bloggers receive compensation from the
searchable in Google and it lives there
manufacturer, either in the form of free
forever — unlike an ad,” said Grundig,
products or money.
who has reviewed New Balance, Robeez
While bloggers like Gumbinner and
and See Kai Run products, among othGrundig are watching the developments

closely, both said the key to avoiding
scrutiny is to be as transparent as
possible with your readers about your
relationships with companies. “When we
write reviews, we always mention that
such-and-such company generously
provided us with a free product sample
to try,” Grundig said. “We want to be as
up-front as possible.”
Regardless of how the FTC crackdown
might alter the landscape — Azzarone
predicts some moms will simply stop
doing product reviews, while others
will look to lawyers to tighten up their
disclaimer statements or seek a limited
liability company status — footwear
brands already on the blog wagon agree
that mom blogs are here to stay.
“The old ways of marketing still have
a place,” Polliwalks’ Andonian said, “but
you really need to incorporate some of
the new ways into the mix — otherwise,
you’re going to get left behind.”
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>> BrÜno
Of all the summer blockbusters, it’s
“Brüno,” starring Sacha Baron Cohen,
that has gained the most attention
from critics and moviegoers since its
U.S. release on July 10. The mockumentary features a flamboyant Austrian
fashion reporter, who storms the reallife fashion flock in the wildest of wild
attire. But even if Brüno’s over-the-top
style sense is in jest, the film does offer
a rare glimpse into the fashion world
in chaos. Just ask designer Agatha Ruiz
de la Prada, who had her spring ’09
runway show unexpectedly hijacked
by the overzealous scene stealer.

sUMMer MoVies

Photos courtesy of GETTY IMAGES (Brüno, Coco, Potter).

Picks

Meghan Cass

>>Harry Potter & tHe
Half-Blood Prince
Costumes are a big part of moviemaking magic,
and few know that better than the young actors
in the “Harry Potter” films. Each of the six movies
based on the J.K. Rowling novels has featured
more nuanced and detailed wardrobes than the
one that came before it. And in the nonmagical
realm, Emma Watson (at right), the 19-year-old
actress who plays Hermione Granger, has cast
her spell on fashion heavyweights the world
over. Watson is featured in the fall ’09 ad campaign for Burberry, will grace the cover of Teen
Vogue (for the third time) in August, and has
been photographed by the sides of designers
Karl Lagerfeld, Christopher Bailey and Giambattista Valli. “Harry Potter and the Half Blood
Prince” hit theaters July 15. Justin Fenner

>>coco Before
cHanel
After its European release this spring, the
new biopic “Coco Before Chanel” arrives on
our shores in September. Audrey Tatou
(below) stars as the celebrated designer
from humble beginnings. Before revolutionizing womenswear with such classics
as the jersey dress, tweed suit and ballet
flat, the young Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel
(above) first learned to sew in a French
orphanage. And while the film focuses
on the early days of Chanel’s life, there is
much excitement surrounding the clothes.
Costume designer Catherine Leterrier
helmed the sartorial side of the project and
spent hours researching real garments. The
fashion house’s current creative director,
Karl Lagerfeld, stepped in toward the final
scenes to fit Tatou with authentic pieces
from the Chanel Conservatory. “Coco Before
Chanel” is out on Sept. 25. M.C.

>>taking Woodstock
This summer marks the 40th anniversary of Woodstock, and it seems that the festival’s fashion moment
has come again. (Although, with Hunter rainboots
and Minnetonka moccasins leading trends in footwear, some could argue the boho look never really
went away.) Director Ang Lee taps into that magical
weekend with his latest film, “Taking Woodstock,”
a comedy based on the memoirs of event organizer
Elliott Tiber. The movie, which debuts Aug. 28, stars
standup comedian Demetri Martin as the enterprising
Tiber, with actors Dan Fogler, Emile Hirsch and Leiv
Schreiber in supporting roles. “Charlies’ Angels” vet
Joseph Aulisi designed the costumes, which are sure
to pay tribute to hippie chic. M.C.
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